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ABSTRACT
Solid state NMR has the ability to obtain detailed structural information at the
molecular level in materials. This has led to the development of a large number of high
resolution techniques, some of which utilize multiple pulse methods. The behaviour of
these multiple pulse techniques has, to date, been explained using either relaxation or
spin dynamics. Ultimately, an explanation based on a combination of both dynamics is
required in order to properly understand the underlying mechanism of these techniques.
This work presents an explanation of the experimental behaviour observed for three
multiple pulse domain selection techniques: the DIVAM, Direct DIVAM, and Refocused
DIVAM sequences. This is based on a combination of spin and relaxation dynamics and
is accomplished using both analytical expressions and simulations obtained using a
general simulation program for solid-state NMR spectroscopy (SIMPSON).
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1. INTRODUCTION

1

1.1 Overview
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) was independently discovered in 1946 by
both Felix Bloch and Edward Mills Purcell.1-2 Since this time numerous one- and twodimensional techniques for application in both the solid- and solution-state have been
developed.3 These range from numerous through bond and through space multidimensional experiments to specialized one-dimensional experiments for determining
parameters such as the dipolar coupling4-6. The large diversity and capabilities in
available NMR experiments makes it a very powerful spectroscopic tool for the
investigation of materials in the solid state.
The physical science and principles which form the foundation for an
understanding of NMR1-2 will be introduced along with a description of how NMR
spectroscopy is being applied to polymer science as a tool for studying structure and
dynamics. Section 1.2 reviews some basic angular momentum principles in physics and
how these combine to form a classical picture of NMR.7-10 Once the classical description
of NMR is complete the quantum mechanical description can be established. Section 1.3
beings with a recap of the key concepts behind quantum mechanics11-12 and concludes by
developing the Hamiltonian used to describe NMR spectroscopy.13-17 With this
Hamiltonian in hand, the key differences between solution and solid state NMR can be
explained. Section 1.4 outlines some of the key solid-state NMR (SSNMR) techniques
used in this work, such as: magic angle spinning, decoupling, cross-polarization, and the
Hahn echo. Lastly, Section 1.5 presents a brief review of polymer science and the various
ways in which SSNMR spectroscopy has been applied to the study of polymer structure
and dynamics.
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1.2 Classical NMR

1.2.1 Spin, Angular Momentum, and Magnetism
All matter is composed of atoms which contain three different types of
fundamental particles: electrons, protons, and neutrons. The nucleus of an atom is
composed of the later two particles (nucleons) and these give rise to the three intrinsic
properties of nuclei: mass, charge, and spin. All nuclei are defined by three numbers, the
atomic number, mass number, and ground state nuclear spin quantum number, and the
last of these is determined by the quantum mechanical property of nuclear spin. Each
nucleus possesses spin and it is the number of neutrons and protons, given by the mass
and atomic numbers, that determines whether the spin quantum number (I) is a positive
1 3
n
integer ( 0,1, 2,...., n ) or half-integer ( , , … , ).
2 2
2

Nuclei which have a non-zero spin possess the intrinsic quantum mechanical
property of spin angular momentum. The value of spin angular momentum (m) along the
z-direction is quantized into 2I+1 sub-levels, ranging from –I to I in integer steps. For
example, a nucleus with spin = ½ has two possible spin angular momentum values: m =
½ and –½, while a nucleus with spin = 1 has three possible values: m = −1, 0, and 1 .
Under normal circumstances, the energies resulting from the different spin angular
momentum values are equivalent (degenerate) and cannot be utilized spectroscopically.
The application of an external magnetic field lifts this degeneracy and provides a means
to perform NMR spectroscopy.
As mentioned earlier, nuclei possess mass, charge, and spin. In the absence of an
external magnetic field the magnetic moments of each spin, or nuclei, are randomly
3

aligned and cancel each other out, resulting in no net bulk magnetization (figure 1a). The
application of an external magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of the angular momentum
states and leads the magnetic moment of each spin to align either with or against the
magnetic field (figure 1b).

Figure 1

Alignment of spins in the absence (a) and presence (b) of a static magnetic field.13

The splitting of the energies into 2I+1 levels is known as Zeeman Splitting (figure 2).
The energy value for each of these levels can be determined by looking at the interaction
between the nucleus and the static magnetic field.

Figure 2

Zeeman splitting of the energy levels for a spin ½ in the presence of a static magnetic
field.
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Once the nucleus is placed in an external magnetic field its magnetic moment ( µ )
interacts with the field ( B 0 ) and experiences a torque given by:
τ = µ × B0

(1)

This causes the nucleus to precess, or rotate, along the direction of the applied magnetic
field at an angular frequency of ω as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3

Precession of the magnetic moment of a nucleus in the presence of a static magnetic
field.18

The energy required for a nucleus to precess in any of these 2I+1 levels is now
equivalent to the work done by exerting this torque over the rotation angle θ (Work
Energy Theorem).19 The energy of a magnetic moment in a magnetic field is therefore
given by:
W = E = ∫ µ × Bdθ = ∫ µ B sin θ dθ = − µ B cos θ = − µ ⋅ B

(2)

The vectors for angular momentum and the magnetic moment both occur in the rotation
direction caused by the torque, and are therefore parallel. This results in a scaling factor
that is a known as the gyromagnetic ratio:
µ =γJ

5

(3)

The gyromagnetic ratio is a charge to mass ratio that is unique to each nucleus.

γ=

µ
q
=
J 2m

(4)

Now by substituting equation 3 into equation 2 the energy can be re-expressed in terms
of angular momentum.
E = −γ J ⋅ B

(5)

The applied field (B0) is arbitrarily chosen to be along the z axis and as a result of the dot
product only the Jz term remains. Substituting Jz = ħm, where m is the angular momentum
value and ℏ = h / 2π , into equation 5 gives the final expression for the Zeeman energy
levels in figure 2.
Em = −γ ℏmB0

(6)

Earlier it was mentioned that the torque experienced by a nucleus in the presence
of a magnetic field leads to precession of the nuclei about the applied magnetic field (B0)
(figure3). The angular frequency (ω) at which nuclei precess can be obtained from the
energy of the various 2I+1 angular momentum spin states. The energy required for a
transition from the higher to the lower energy state, for the case of I = ½, can be given by
the difference in their energies:

E = E f − Ei = γ ℏB0 = ℏω0

(7)

where the angular frequency is given by:

ω0 = γ B0

(8)

Since the angular frequency of precession depends upon the gyromagnetic ratio, and
Equation 4 shows that this ratio is unique to each nucleus, the frequency must also be
unique to each nucleus and is known as the Larmor frequency.

6

Now that the properties of a single spin in the presence of a magnetic field have
been outlined, an understanding of how a collection of many spins (referred to as an
ensemble of spins) behaves, can be examined. In the presence of an external magnetic
field individual spins will either align with or against the field. Parallel orientations
correspond to the lower energy state with m = ½ (spin up), while anti-parallel
orientations correspond to a slightly higher energy state with m = –½ (spin down).
According to the Boltzmann distribution there will always be slightly more spins in the
low energy state then in the high energy state. This gives rise to a net longitudinal
magnetization that has cylindrical symmetry due to spin precession, as seen in figure 4.

Figure 4

The alignment of spins in the presence of a static magnetic field and the resulting net
magnetization.

1.2.2 The NMR Magnet
The static field (B0) that is used to create Zeeman splitting in an NMR experiment
is generated by a magnet.20 Most modern magnets consist of a solenoid made from a
superconducting Sn/Nb alloy that is submersed in a bath of liquid helium which is
surrounded by a separate dewar containing liquid nitrogen. B0 must not only be as strong
as possible, it must also be as homogenous as possible with an accuracy of at least 1 part
in 109 over the entire volume of a sample. This is why two sets of smaller solenoids, or
7

shims, are present and act as small adjustments to the magnetic field. One of these sets is
located inside the liquid helium bath while the other is located inside the bore of the
magnet and they are known as the cryo- and room-temperature shims, respectively. The
strength of an NMR magnet is usually given in terms of the Larmor frequency of protons
as given by equation 10. This corresponds to a conversion of γ = 42.58 MHz / Tesla;
therefore a static field with a strength of 11.7441 Tesla is more commonly referred to as
a 500 MHz field.

1.2.3 The NMR Experiment and Signal Generation
As mentioned earlier, when a sample is introduced to a static magnetic field a net
bulk magnetization (M) is induced along the longitudinal plane. The NMR experiment
measures how a state of the magnetization changes with respect to time in the transverse
plane. Before this can be explained an understanding of how this bulk magnetization
changes in time for all planes must be presented. In the following text the magnetization
(μ
μ) will be replaced with the bulk magnetization (M) of the spin ensemble. First, consider
that a torque produces a change in angular momentum with respect to time in the
following manner:

τ=

dJ 1 dM
=
dt γ dt

(9)

Taking equation 9 and equating it to equation 1 gives us an equation that describes how
the net magnetization changes with respect to time.

dM
= γ (M × B )
dt

8

(10)

As the net magnetization is parallel to the static field there is no change in the
magnetization with respect to time. This means that the magnetization must be put in the
transverse, or x-y, plane for any change to be detected.
The magnetization is placed in the transverse plane with the application of a radio
frequency (RF) pulse (B1) applied on-resonance
resonance with the Larmor frequency of the
th nuclei,
as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5

The application of a 90 degree B1 pulse and its effect on the net magnetization.

This RF pulse is generated by a coil which has its winding axis placed along the xx-y
plane. Once the magnetization is in the transverse plane it will precess at the Larmor
frequency as shown in figure 66a.
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Figure 6

a) Precession of the transverse magnetization at the Larmor frequency in the laboratory
frame of reference. b) Transverse magnetization in the Rotating frame of reference.

At this point it is much easier to describe the magnetization in terms of a rotating frame
of reference in which the frame is rotating at the Larmor frequency. In this frame the
magnetization appears static as shown in figure 6b. Precession in the x-y plane leads to
an oscillating magnetic field, which in turn induces a current that can now be detected in
the same coil that was used to apply the B1 pulse, due to the principle of reciprocity.21-22
However, once the RF pulse is turned off the spins do not continue to precess in a
perpetual manner, but instead return back to the equilibrium state over time through a
process known as relaxation.

1.2.4 Relaxation and the Bloch Equations
Spins in a bulk sample are not isolated and interact with both their surroundings
and each other. It is these interactions which lead bulk matter to relax back to a
distribution of thermal equilibrium. There are two types of relaxation known as
longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation. Longitudinal relaxation, also known as
spin-lattice relaxation, is the process by which a longitudinally polarized state, prepared
by the application of an RF pulse, returns back to thermal equilibrium. Figure 7
10

illustrates this process by following Mz as a function of time during the NMR
experiment.

Figure 7

Recovery of the equilibrium magnetization according to the longitudinal relaxation rate
T1. The time periods A, B, and C correspond to the equilibrium state, the application of a
90 degree pulse, and the recycle delay, respectively.

All spins experience small fluctuating magnetic fields which are random in nature and
caused by molecular motion of neighboring spins. In the absence of a static magnetic
field these fluctuations lead to the isotropic distribution of spins as shown in figure 1a.
The presence of a static magnetic field creates a bias in these fluctuations and leads to the
eventual recovery of the net magnetization along the direction of the static field. This
recovery process is facilitated by an energy exchange between the spins and their
surrounding environment. The return to equilibrium is attributed to an exponential
recovery characterized by the longitudinal relaxation rate constant (T1).

M z = M 0 (1 − e− t /T1 )

(11)

The time scale of T1 will be dependent on the factors which influence the fluctuating
magnetic fields, such as temperature and viscosity, and can range from ms to days.
11

As mentioned above, an RF pulse can be used to rotate the longitudinal
magnetization into the transverse plane. The ensemble of spins is rotated together
resulting in in-phase, or coherent, transverse magnetization. Over time individual spins
will experience small fluctuations in the local magnetic field which are caused by local
time dependent magnetic fields. These fluctuations cause the spins to precess at slightly
different speeds from one another and results in the loss of coherence, or magnetization,
in the transverse plane. Figure 8 illustrates this process by following the transverse
magnetization (Mxy) as a function of time during the NMR experiment.

Figure 8

Decay of the transverse magnetization according to the transverse relaxation rate T2. The
time periods A, B, and C correspond to the non excited state, the application of a 90
degree pulse, and the acquisition time, respectively.

The loss of transverse magnetization does not represent any exchange of energy with the
surrounding environment and is characterized by an exponential decay associated with
the transverse relaxation rate constant (T2), as given by equation 12.

M xy = M 0e −t /T2

12

(12)

In solution-state
state experiments the spin-spin
spin interactions are modulated in time by
molecular motion and this gives rise to the randomly fluctuating magnetic fields
mentioned earlier. Consequently, both T2 and T1 are related to a Brownian process that is
random in nature and are there
therefore incoherent. Section 1.3.3 will cover the internal
interactions of the Hamiltonian and these interactions are coherent processes.
The
he Bloch equation (equation 13) describes the change in magnetization with
respect to time and takes into account the effects
effect of relaxation.
dM
1
1
= γ M × B + ( M 0 − M Z ) − (M x + M y )
dt
T1
T2

(13)

The first term in equation 15
1 represents the precession term of the magnetization, the
second represents the recovery of MZ magnetization, or return to equilibrium, due to T1,
and the third represents the loss of magnetization in the transverse plane due to T2. This
represents a conical like trajectory for the magnetization as it returns to equilibrium,
equilibrium as
seen in figure 9a. The detected NMR signal, which corresponds to the in
induced current in
the transverse plane during this motion,
motion, is referred to as the free induction decay (FID)
and can be seen in figure 9b.

Figure 9

Conical trajectory of the transverse magnetization during the relaxation process (a) and
the resulting FID (b).7
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The mathematical description of the FID, or signal (S), is a complex function as
given by equation 14:

S ( t ) = S0e

( iωt )

−

e

t
T2

(14)

This first exponential term contains a complex function that can be expanded into the
following form:
eiωt = cos(ωt ) + i sin(ωt )

(15)

The sign of the exponential determines whether the peak will occur at + ω or – ω . As a
direct result, the signal in terms of both the x and y plane is required in order to
determine this sign; however this would require two coils. Alternatively, the signal
detected from one coil can be treated as two separate signals. The first is generated from
digitizing the original signal and becomes the real, or x, component of the time domain.
The second is generated by adding a phase shift of 90 degrees to the original signal
before it is subsequently digitized and this becomes the complex, or imaginary,
component of the time domain. This method of creating the two orthogonal components
of the time domain signal out of one detected signal is known as quadrature detection.23

1.2.5 The Fourier Transform
The NMR signal, or FID, is a frequency encoded time dependant signal, meaning
that it contains a relationship between time and frequency known as the reciprocal
relationship.24 Therefore, the FID signal can be detected as a function of time, digitized,
and subsequently transformed, via a Fourier transformation (FT), into a spectrum as a
function of frequency. The FT relationship between the time and frequency domains is
given by:
14

∞

S (ω ) = ∫ S (t )e −iωt dt = A(ω ) − iD(ω )

(16)

0

The transformed spectrum now contains a signal as a function of frequency where the
real and imaginary components of the signal represent the absorption (A(ω)) and
dispersion (D(ω)) line shapes, respectively. Figure 10 illustrates the FT of the real and
imaginary time signals into an absorption and dispersion peak, respectively.

Figure 10

The spectrum produced as a result of the application of a Fourier transform to the (a) real
and (b) imaginary components of the FID.

The combination of absorption and dispersion signals in an NMR spectrum can result in
phase distortions in the observed line shapes. These can be removed by including a phase
correction factor ( φ ) in the time dependant signal and results in the following equation
for the signal as a function of frequency:
∞

S (ω ) = ∫ S (t )e−iωt eiφ dt
0
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(17)

The effects of combining absorption and dispersions lines will be further discussed when
examining the effects of a pulse offset in Refocused DIVAM (see section 3.6).
The timing and order of events in an NMR experiment is important when
designing an experiment and is depicted in a standard format known as a pulse sequence
diagram. The pulse sequence diagram for the basic NMR experiment, as outlined in this
chapter, can be seen in figure 11.
1

Figure 11

General pulse sequence diagram for the basic NMR experiment on nuclei I, where the
time delays A, B, C, and D represent the pre-pulse
pulse delay, duration of the 90 degree pulse,
pre-acquisition
acquisition delay, and the acquisition time, respectively.

Much more complicated NMR experiments involve use of decoupling schemes during
acquisition, as well as multiple channels and nuclei. These more advanced sequences will
follow the same scheme as shown here and will be presented and discussed
dis
later.
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1.3 The NMR Hamiltonian

1.3.1 Quantum Mechanics
It was stated earlier that spin angular momentum is an intrinsic quantum
mechanical property of nuclei. Now that the classical mechanics of NMR has been
outlined, a quantum mechanical picture describing an ensemble of spins will be
presented. The quantum mechanical treatment of an ensemble describes the state of an
ensemble of spins at any particular moment of time and how it changes in time. This is
an invaluable tool when attempting to explain or predict experimental observations.
However, a quick review of some basics concepts in quantum mechanics must be given
before discussing its application to NMR.11-13, 25-28
The concept of particle-wave duality suggests that matter behaves both as a
particle and wave simultaneously. This means that a particle must be described by wave
mechanics using a wave function. The wave function gives the amplitude of a particle as
a complex function of space and time: Ψ ( x, t ) . The intensity of the wave function can be
obtained by taking the modulus squared of the function. This represents the probability
that the particle will be found at that position at that time and is given by:
P = Ψ ( x , t ) = Ψ ( x , t )* Ψ ( x , t )
2

(18)

The asterisk in equation 18 indicates that the function is the complex conjugate of the
original function. Since the wave function represents a probability it must be normalized
and orthogonal (orthonormal) as seen in equation 19.
∞

∫Ψ

m

( x, t )* Ψ n ( x, t )dx = δ mn

−∞
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(19)

The function at the end of equation 19 is known as the Kronecker delta function (δmn)
and is equal to zero when m ≠ n and one when m = n.
The time-dependant Schrodinger equation can be used to explain how a wave
function will evolve as a function of time, as given by:

iℏ

d
 Ψ ( x, t )
Ψ ( x, t ) = H
dt

(20)

 ) can be used to determine the state of the system at
The Hamiltonian in Equation 20 ( H
a later point in time, as long as the initial state is known, in the following manner:


Ψ( x, t ) = e−iℏ H (t −t0 ) Ψ( x, t0 ) = U (t − t0 )Ψ( x, t0 )

(21)

The operator U (t − t0 ) is known as the propagator and it describes how the system will
change in time under the evolution of the Hamiltonian. The Schrodinger equation can be
further simplified if it has the following separable form:
Ψ ( x, t ) = ψ ( x)φ (t )

(22)

In this case, the time-independent Schrodinger equation can be obtained from equation
22 in the following manner:

ψ ( x) = Eψ ( x)
H

(23)

 , acting on the wave function
The above equation represents a Hamiltonian, given by H
and returning back the same wave function multiplied by a scalar value, where the
returned scalar value represents the energy of the system.
The Hamiltonian and the Schrodinger equation are an example of a Hermitian
operator and an Eigen-relationship, respectively, where the latter is defined by the
following:
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A n =a n

(24)

The expectation value represents the weighted average value of an observable, described
by an operator 
A , if a measurement is performed multiple times on the system and is
given by:

A =

∞

∫ A ψ ( x)

2

dx

(25)

−∞

An expectation value is time independent if and only if the operator commutes with the
Hamiltonian of the system according to the following relationship.

  = AH
−H
 A = 0
 A, H



(26)

If the commutator, shown in equation 26, does not equal zero then the two operators do
not commute. The expectation value will be further discussed when examining the
density matrix.
The separable time component of the wave function is given by:

φ (t ) = eiωt

(27)

The modulous squared of a complex function is always equal to one and as a result the
probability of finding the particle at a certain position is now independent of time:
P = Ψ ( x , t ) = ψ ( x ) φ (t ) = ψ ( x )
2

2

2

2

(28)

The time-independent wave function is referred to as a stationary state
Spin is an abstract concept that is not a function of space and must be described
in a different manner, known as Dirac notation, where the time-independent orthonormal
wave functions are represented in the following manner:

ψ n ( x) = n
19

(29)

ψ m ( x)* = m

(30)

Equation 29 is referred to as the “ket” while equation 30 is referred to as the “bra” (braket notation) and the application of a bra followed by a ket implies integration. Now,
substituting equations 29 and 30 into equation 19 gives the following form of the
orthonormal wave function:

m n = δ mn

(31)

Recall that the presence of a static magnetic field results in Zeeman splitting of
the energy levels. In the case of I = ½, these energy levels correspond to the angular
momentum values of m = ½ and m = –½. The value of ½ is the low energy state (aligned
parallel to the magnetic field), while the value of –½ is the high energy state (aligned
anti-parallel to the magnetic field) and these shall now be referred to as the alpha (α)
and beta (β) states, respectively. The alpha and beta states can be formulated as vectors
in the following manner:

α = I,m =

1
1 1
, = 
2 2
 0

(32)

β = I, m =

0
1 1
,− =  
2 2
1

(33)

These two states can now be used to describe a single spin ½ system. In order to extract
the energy information from a state the Hamiltonian operator must be formed, which can
then subsequently act on these states in the following manner:
 n =E n
H
n
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(34)

Now that the representations of the eigenvectors for spin ½ have been outlined, the
common operators which are present in the Hamiltonian and the result of their operations
can be presented.
There are two sets of operators that can be present in the Hamiltonian, angular
momentum and rotation operators. In the specific case of spin ½ there are several
important angular momentum operators which must be considered. Recall that the total
angular momentum consists of three components: Iɵ x , Iɵ y , and Iɵ z . The operators which
represent these angular momentum states do not commute and obey the following cyclic
commutation relationship:

 Iɵ x , Iɵ y  = iIɵ z



↺

(35)

As a result of equation 35, no two individual components of angular momentum may be
known at the same time; therefore the total angular momentum (I) cannot be known.
However, the square of the total angular momentum can be calculated by equation 36
and this operator does commute with each of the individual angular momentum
operators.
2
2
2
2
Iɵ = Iɵ x + Iɵ y + Iɵ z

(36)

Each of the individual angular momentum operators, for the case of I = ½, has a matrix
form which is given in equations 37-39.
1 0 1
Iɵ x = 

2 1 0

(37)

1  0 1
Iɵ y = 

2i  −1 0 

(38)
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1 1 0 
Iɵ z = 

2  0 −1

(39)

The effect of the Iɵ z operator on the alpha and beta states is given in equation 40.

1
Iɵ z α = α
2

and

1
Iɵ z β = − β
2

(40)

Using equation 39 our Hamiltonian can be given by:

 z = −γ J ⋅ B = −γ ℏB Iɵ z
H
0

(41)

We can now apply this Hamiltonian to equation 34 and the resulting eigenvectors will
represent the energy of each state:

1
−γ ℏB0 Iɵ z α = − γ ℏB0 α
2

1
and − γ ℏB0 Iɵ z β = γ ℏB0 β
2

(42)

Notice that the quantum mechanical picture has now provided the energy of each state in
the spin ½ system and these are identical to the values derived earlier in the classical
NMR section. The energy level diagram representing a single spin can be seen in figure
12.

Figure 12

Energy level diagram for a single spin system.
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Recall that the matrix forms of Iɵ x and Iɵ y are not diagonal and this is a direct
result of the fact that they do not commute with Iɵ z . A more convenient way to investigate
the effects of these operators is to form the raising and lowering operators (referred to as
the ladder operators) in the following manner:
+
0 1
Iɵ = Iɵ x + iIɵ y = 

0 0

and

−
 0 0
Iɵ = Iɵ x − iIɵ y = 

1 0

(43)

The ladder operators can now be applied to each of the states and have the following
effect:
+
Iɵ α = 0

+
Iɵ β = α

−
Iɵ α = β

−
Iɵ β = 0

(44)

It is clear that the raising operator increases the state from beta to alpha state (∆m = +1)
while the lowering operator decreases the state from alpha to beta (∆m = –1); therefore,
the ladder operators represent the transitions between the energy levels shown in figure
12.
The last operators to be discussed are the rotational operators. If three operators
follow the rules of cyclic commutation, such as the angular momentum operators, then
they must also obey the following sandwich formula for rotations:

 A (θ ) B
 R
 A (θ ) −1 = e−iθ A Be
 iθ A = B
 cos θ + C
 sin θ
R

↺

(45)

A summary of the rotation of each angular momentum operator by the other angular
momentum operators can be found in Equation 46.25
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 Iɵ x 


Iɵ x




ɵ 
 ɵ 
e − iθ I x  Iɵ y  eiθ I x =  Iɵ y cos θ + Iɵ z sin θ 
ɵ 
ɵ

ɵ
 I z 
 I z cos θ − I y sin θ 
 Iɵ x 
 Iɵ x cos θ − Iɵ z sin θ 
  ɵ 

ɵ 
e − iθ I y  Iɵ y  eiθ I y = 
Iɵ y

ɵ 
ɵ

I
I cos θ + Iɵ x sin θ 
 z 
 z

 Iɵ x 
 Iɵ x cos θ + Iɵ y sin θ 



ɵ 
 ɵ 
e − iθ I z  Iɵ y  eiθ I z =  Iɵ y cos θ − Iɵ x sin θ 
ɵ 


Iɵ z
 I z 



(46)

These rotations will be discussed and further applied when considering the effect of an
RF pulse on an ensemble of spins.
Recall that the eigenvectors for spin ½ presented above represent the stationary
state, or time-independent state, of the quantum mechanical system. However, any form
or combination of these states is possible as long as the total wave function is
normalized.

ψ = cα (t ) α + cβ (t ) β

(47)

The above wave function represents a combination of the two spin states, where cα (t )
and cβ (t ) are coefficients that represent time dependent complex numbers. This
combination of states is now time dependant and is known as a superposition state, as it
generally does not have an eigen-relationship with the Hamiltonian (equation 24). Using
the description of the alpha and beta states provided in equations 32 and 33 results in the
following form of the superposition state:
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 cα (t ) 

ψ =

 cβ (t ) 

(48)

ψ = ( cα (t )* cβ (t )* )

This newly formed superposition state can now be used to calculate the expectation value
of an observable, or function, in the following manner:

 = ψ Q
ψ
Q

(49)

Similarly, the expectation value can also be found with the following equation:

{

}

 = Tr ψ ψ Q

Q

(50)

The above form involves taking the trace, or sum of the diagonal components, of the
product between the newly formed projection operator ( ψ ψ ) and the original

.
operator Q
Now that the representation of the superposition state for a single spin has been
presented it can be used to develop a description for the entire ensemble (or the bulk
sample) of spins. First consider the expectation value for two spins:
 = ψ Q
ψ +ψ Q
ψ
Q
1
1
2
2
= Tr

{( ψ

1

(51)

}


ψ1 + ψ 2 ψ 2 ) Q

This description for the expectation operator can very easily be extended to the general
problem of N-spins, or an ensemble or spins:

 = Tr
Q

{( ψ

1

}


ψ 1 + ψ 2 ψ 2 + ... + ψ N ψ N ) Q

(52)

Now we can describe a new operator, referred to as the density operator, which is given
by the average of the projection operators for N spins.
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ρ (t ) = N −1 ( ψ 1 ψ 1 + ψ 2 ψ 2 + ... + ψ N ψ N

)

=ψ ψ

(53)

The average expectation operator for the entire ensemble of spins can now be given by:

{

}

 (t )Q

Q = Tr ρ

(54)

All that now remains is to develop the density operator for the case of spin ½.
The density operator can be obtained by calculating the projection operator over
an average of all spins. Recall that equation 48 gave the superposition state for a single
spin ½. This superposition state can now be used to calculate the original projection
operator.
 cα (t ) 
ψ ψ =
cα (t )*
(

 cβ (t ) 

 cα (t )cα (t )*
cβ (t ) ) = 
 c (t )c (t )*
α
 β
*

cα (t )cβ (t )* 

cβ (t )cβ (t )* 

(55)

Taking the average of each element in the projection operator gives the final form of the
density matrix for an ensemble of spins.
 cα (t )cα (t )*

ρ (t ) = ψ ψ = 
 c (t )c (t )*
α
 β

cα (t )cβ (t )* 

cβ (t )cβ (t )* 

(56)

Recall that the modulous squared of a complex number is equal to one. This means that
the diagonal elements of the density matrix are time-independent; therefore they
represent the stationary, or energy, states of the system. In contrast, the off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix are time-dependant and represent the coherence order of
the spin system. Figure 13 shows how the density matrix elements can now be
represented in terms of the energy level diagram presented earlier.
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Figure 13

Energy level diagram in terms of the density matrix elements.

Note that the off-diagonal components of the density matrix have the same effect on the
spin system as the raising and lowering operators, while the diagonal elements are
similar to the Iz operator. This allows the density matrix to be re-written in terms of the
spin operators (matrices) in the following manner:

(

) (
+ ( c (t )c (t ) ) Iɵ + ( c (t )c (t ) ) Iɵ

)2

1
ρ (t ) = cα (t )cα (t )* − cβ (t )cβ (t )* Iɵ z + cα (t )cα (t )* + cβ (t )cβ (t )* 1ɵ
β

α

*

+

α

*

β

−

(57)

An interaction in a spin system is given by a Hamiltonian and the effect that this
has on the density matrix can be obtained from the time-dependant Schrodinger equation:
 (t )
dρ
 (t ), ρ
 (t ) 
= −i  H


dt

(58)

Equation 58 is also known as the Liouville-von Neumann equation of motion and, as

 (0) ) is known, it can be solved
long as the initial density matrix describing the system ( ρ
for a given time (t) in the following manner:
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ρ (t ) = e−i Ht ρ (0)ei Ht




(59)



The exponential term ( e − i Ht ) is more commonly referred to as the propagator (explained
earlier), as it governs the propagation of the system through time.
Earlier, equation 57 illustrated that the density matrix can be represented in a
form corresponding to the spin matrices. The density matrix can now be represented by a
vector of the following form:
 Iɵ z 
 +
 Iɵ 

ρ (t ) =  − 
 Iɵ 
 
E

 

(60)

This vector can now be transformed into Liouville space where the Liouvillian
superoperator is given by:

ɵɵ
L
= (H ⊗ E − E ⊗ H )

(61)

The Liouvillian can now be used to simplify the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
(equation 58) in the following manner:
 (t )
dρ
ɵɵ
 (t )
= −iL
(t ), ρ
dt

(62)

Equation 62 can now be solved for a given time in a similar fashion to equation 59:
ɵɵ




ρ (t ) = e − i Lt − Rt ρ (0)

(63)


ɵɵ
 and L
are the Relaxation and Liouvillian superoperators, respectively, and are given
R
by the following:
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0

ɵɵ  0
L=
0

0
1
T
 1


 = 0
R


0

0


0
ℏω
0
0

0

0
0
− ℏω 0 

0
0
0

0

0

1
T2

0

0

1
T2

0

0


0


0


0

0 

(64)

The transformation of the system to Liouville space allows for the inclusion of
relaxation effects in the propagator. This now provides a form of describing the system
that is similar to the Bloch Equations presented in the classical NMR section, where
+
−
Iɵ , Iɵ , Iɵ z , can be related directly to the components of the magnetization. Unfortunately,

moving the system to Liouville space takes the calculation of the propogator to a much
larger scale. This increased scale creates numerous computational difficulties when
dealing with large spin systems and these will be discussed later in section 1.4.7. Now
that a full quantum mechanical description for an ensemble of spins has been described
each of the external and internal terms of the Hamiltonian can be discussed.

1.3.2 The External Interactions of the Hamiltonian
The two most important external terms in the Hamiltonian are the interaction with
the static field and an applied RF pulse. The Hamiltonian representing the interaction
between the static field and each spin is given in equation 65 and is known as the
Zeeman interaction.
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 static
H
= −γ j B0 Iɵ j , z
j

(65)

The indices in the Iɵ j , z term represent the spin index (j) and the spatial index in terms of
Cartesian coordinates (z). The interaction of the static field with the entire ensemble of
spins can easily be represented by summing up all of the individual interactions resulting
from equation 65. It is important to note that the Zeeman interaction, under most
circumstances, is the largest and most dominate term in the Hamiltonian, with an
interaction strength on the order of hundreds of MHz.
As mentioned earlier, the magnetization is rotated into the transverse plane
through the application of an RF pulse (B1) that is on-resonance with the Larmor
frequency. This pulse is actually the sum of two counter rotating components of B1 in the
transverse plane, where one component is on-resonance and the other is off-resonance. In
most cases, the off-resonance component has no effect on the spins and can be neglected,
leaving the following form for an RF pulse:
RF
BRF = Bres
=

{

1
BRF sin θ RF cos (ωref t + φ p ) Iɵ j , x + sin (ωref t + φ p ) Iɵ j , y
2

}

(66)

Equation 66 can now be put into the original Hamiltonian:

{

1
 RF
ɵ
ɵ
H
j = −γ ⋅ BRF = − γ j BRF sin θ RF cos ( ωref t + φ p ) I j , x + sin ( ωref t + φ p ) I j , y
2

}

(67)

The θ RF term in equation 67 represents the angle between the static field and the RF coil;
therefore with the coil located in the transverse plane this term is equal to one. The
reference frequency of the pulse is given by ωref and corresponds to the Larmor frequency
of the nuclei being excited by the pulse. The phase of the pulse is given by φ p and allows
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for the pulse to be located on any of the four directions in the transverse plane (x, -x, y, y).
The current form of the Hamiltonian for an RF pulse is in the laboratory frame of
reference, resulting in a time-dependant Hamiltonian. A time-dependant system is much
more difficult to work with than a time-independent one. For this reason the Hamiltonian
is transformed to the rotating frame of reference (explained earlier) where it becomes
time independent and has the following form:
RF

 j = 1 γ B sin θ ( Iɵ x cos φ + Iɵ y sin φ )
H
j RF
RF
p
p
2

(68)

Now that the time dependence has been removed the effect of an RF pulse and the role
its phase ( φ p ) plays can be easily examined.
An RF pulse with a phase of zero ( φ p = 0) corresponds to an x-pulse given by the
following Hamiltonian:
RF


 j = 1 γ B sin θ I
H
j RF
RF x
2

(69)

Likewise, a phase of π/2, π, and 3π/2 corresponds to a y,-x, and –y pulse respectively.
Equation 69 can be thought of as a rotation about the x-axis, or Ix operator, by an angle
known as the excitation angle ( θ p ). The excitation angle is given by the following:

θ p = ωnutτ p where ωnut =

1
γ BRF sin θ RF
2

(70)

The excitation angle is always positive and is given by both the amplitude of the pulse (

ω nut ) and the duration of the pulse ( τ p ). The result of the rotation caused by an RF pulse
along the x, y, -x, -z axis can be given by the propagators shown in equation 46 where θ
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= θ p . For example, the application of a rotation along the x-axis ( Ix ) with a flip angle (

θ p ) of 90 degrees (

π
2

) when applied to the static magnetization ( I z ) is given by:
πɵ

πɵ

−i I x
i Ix
π
π
ρ (t ) = e 2 Iɵ z e 2 = Iɵ z cos − Iɵ y sin = − Iɵ y
2
2

(71)

The result of the rotation in equation 71 is the magnetization being aligned on the –yaxis, or a − I y magnetization.

1.3.3 The Internal Interactions of the Hamiltonian
Now that the external interactions of the Hamiltonian have been explained an
understanding of the sources of magnetic field fluctuations internal to the sample can be
presented. As mentioned earlier, the internal interactions are not random and represent
coherent processes within the system. The internal Hamiltonian can be greatly simplified
if we consider the presence of a strong external magnetic field (secular approximation)
and molecular motion.
In general, the internal interactions presented below are small when compared to
the Zeeman interaction, therefore each interaction is formulated in a manner such that it
is quantized along the z-axis, or the B0 field. All of the internal interactions can be
thought of as a sum of two terms in the following manner:
=

H
A+ B

(72)

 to be a small term,
A to be a large term, such as the Zeeman interaction, and B
Consider 
 which are small compared to
when compared to 
A . Any of the individual elements of B
the eigenvalues of 
A can be neglected. This occurs when the commutator (equation 26)
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between the two operators does not equal zero. This approach, known as the secular
approximation, leads to a much simpler Hamiltonian and will be applied in all of the
following text.
Rapid molecular motion, which is common in both the liquid and gas state, can
be used to further simplify the Hamiltonian. If the molecular motion is sufficiently fast


then an internal interaction can be replaced by its motionally averaged value ( H ). This
simplification allows for the removal of any terms in the Hamiltonian which average to
zero, as will be the case when discussing the dipolar Hamiltonian in solution-state NMR.
The terms which have been removed due to both the secular approximation and motional
averaging are responsible for the relaxation, or incoherent processes, of the system and
can now be studied separately from the internal (coherent) interactions, or spin dynamics,
of the system. This separation of time scales will be applied when discussing the results
presented in chapters 2 and 3.

I. The Chemical Shift
Earlier it was mentioned that the Fourier transform of an FID gives rise to the
signal as a function of frequency, with a peak occurring at the Larmor frequency of the
nuclei of interest. The electrons of a sample are charged particles and in the presence of a
magnetic field they begin to circulate and produce a current. The induced current has two
components which contribute to the total current: the diamagnetic and paramagnetic
terms. The diamagnetic and paramagnetic current is produced by the circulation of
electrons in their ground state and in an excited state, respectively. The paramagnetic
term leads to rapid relaxation of the NMR signal and this makes the study of
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paramagnetic systems by NMR spectroscopy very difficult to implement.29-30 Most NMR
spectroscopy is carried out on diamagnetic systems and from this point forward only
diamagnetic contributions will be considered. The diamagnetic current produces an
induced magnetic field which can either add to or subtract from the static magnetic field
experienced by a spin as seen in figure 14.

Figure 14

Schematic representation of the induced magnetic field produced by electron circulation
in the presence of a static magnetic field.18

The local magnetic field experienced by a spin ( B loc
j ) can now be given by the sum of
the induced magnetic field ( Binduced
) and the static magnetic field ( B 0 ), and is given by
j
equation 73.
induced
Bloc
j = B0 + B j
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(73)

The induced magnetic field is small when compared to the static field ( ∼ 10−4 ⋅ B0 ) but
does produce a small shift in the Larmor frequency, which is known as the chemical
shift. The induced magnetic field is given by:
B induced = σ ⋅ B 0

(74)

The induced field depends on the molecules’ orientation with respect to the static
magnetic field. The chemical shielding tensor ( σ ) is a 3 x 3 matrix that relates the
orientation of the static field to the vector of the induced magnetic field.
 σ x,x σ x, y

σ = σ y,x σ y, y
 σ z,x σ z, y


σ x,z 

σ y,z 
σ z , z 

(75)

For a specific crystallite orientation the frequency resulting from Binduced can be given by:

ωi ,i = γσ i ,i B0

(76)

This can now be converted into a chemical shift ( δ i ,i ) using the following definition:

δ i ,i =

ωi ,i − ωref
ωref

(77)

Equation 77 can then be used to construct the chemical shift tensor as shown below:
 δ x,x

δ =  δ y, x
 δ z,x


δ x, y δ x,z 

δ y, y δ y,z 
δ z , y δ z , z 

(78)

The chemical shift tensor is currently being represented in the laboratory frame and it is
much easier to work with in the diagonalized form.
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The diagonalized form of the chemical shift tensor ( δPAS ) is represented in the
principal axis system (PAS), where the transformation into this frame is given by the
following rotation:
δ = u −1δ PAS u

where δ

PAS

PAS
 δ XX

= 0
 0


0

δ

PAS
YY

0

(79)
0 

0 
δ ZZPAS 

(80)

The diagonal components of δPAS are known as the principal components and they
correspond to the eigenvalues of the system, while the eigenvectors ( u ) represent the
corresponding rotation that relates the PAS frame ( δPAS ) tensor to the original laboratory
frame tensor ( δ ).
If all three principal components of the chemical shift tensor in the PAS frame are
equal then the Larmor frequency is independent of orientation and is characterized by the
isotropic chemical shift as given by equation 81.

δ iso

(δ
=

PAS
XX

PAS
+ δ YYPAS + δ ZZ
)

3

(81)

However, if all three components are not equal the Larmor frequency is now dependent
on orientation and this dependency needs to be characterized by additional parameters.
There are many different conventions that can be used to describe this dependence;
however, this text will use the convention presented by Ulrich Haeberlen.31
The three principal components of the chemical shift tensor in the PAS are
assigned by the following rules:
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PAS
1. The δ ZZ
component is chosen such that it is the eigenvalue that is the furthest from

δ iso .
2. The δYYPAS component is chosen such that it is the eigenvalue closest to δ iso .
PAS
3. The remaining eigenvalue is assigned to the δ XX
component.

Based on the above convention, the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) can be defined by
finding the largest deviation from the isotropic value.

δ aniso = δ ZZPAS − δ iso

(82)

PAS
The difference between the other two principle components, δ XX
and δYYPAS , represents

the asymmetry (η) of the chemical shift tensor as given by:
PAS
δ YYPAS − δ XX
η=
δ aniso

(83)

Recall that the induced magnetic field caused by electron circulation depends on the
molecules’ orientation with respect to the static magnetic field and this dependency
effects how the Fourier transformed spectrum, which is a function of frequency, will
appear.
In solution-state NMR the sample is undergoing rapid molecular motion and as a
result the averaged chemical shift tensor becomes isotropic, leaving only a single peak
located at the isotropic shift of the sample as seen in figure 15a. Solid-state NMR
experiments are carried out on powder samples which lack the rapid molecular motion
seen in solution samples. Therefore, these samples contain multiple different crystal
orientations of the sample with respect to the magnetic field. As a result, each crystal
orientation of the powder has a slightly different shift and the addition of each of these
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various shifts leads to what is known as a powder pattern, which is shown in figure 15b.
The sharp features, or inflection points, in the powder pattern correspond to the principal
components of the chemical shift tensor in the PAS frame of reference, while the shape
of the pattern depends upon the value of both the CSA and asymmetry terms. A second
example of a powder pattern with slightly different CSA and asymmetry values can be
seen in figure 15c. In this case, rapid motion along one of the axis causes the two
PAS
principal components ( δ XX
and δYYPAS ) to be equivalent and results in a tensor that is

cylindrically symmetric. There is a solid-state NMR method, known as magic angle
spinning (MAS), that is designed to reduce the line broadening caused by the CSA and
this method will be discussed later.

Figure 15

The broadening effect in NMR spectra of solids caused by the CSA interaction. a) The
spectrum obtained as a result of fast isotropic motion; b) the powder pattern observed in
the case of the asymmetry parameter being greater than zero; c) the powder pattern
obtained in the case of the asymmetry parameter being equal to zero (axial symmetry); d)
the powder pattern observed in the case of the asymmetry parameter equal to one. 13
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II. Dipolar Coupling
Earlier, when discussing relaxation, it was mentioned that spins are not
necessarily isolated from one another. In fact, the magnetic field produced by a nearby
spin can interact with the magnetic moment of another spin. This interaction is known as
the direct dipole-dipole coupling, or more simply dipolar coupling. In solution-state
NMR experiments this interaction is averaged to zero because the matrix which describes
the interaction is traceless. However, in the solid state the effects of dipolar coupling are
not averaged and can be a major source of line broadening in the spectrum.
The dipolar interaction of two spins can be derived from the classical form for the
energy of interaction, or potential, between two magnetic dipoles separated by a distance
r 19:
(µ ⋅ r )(µ ⋅ r )  µ0
µ ⋅µ
V =  1 3 2 −3 1 3 2

r
 r
 4π

(84)

The vector r is the vector between the two magnetic dipoles. The quantum mechanical
operator for the magnetic moment of spin I j can be given by equation 85.

µɵ = γ ℏIɵ j

(85)

If each magnetic dipole is treated as a spin we can substitute equation 85 into equation 84
and obtain the Hamiltonian for the dipolar interaction between two spins j and k.

 µ0
 Dip
H
j ,k = − 
 4π

 I j ⋅ Sk
( I j ⋅ r ) ( Sk ⋅ r ) 


γ
γ
ℏ
−
3
 j k  3

r
r5
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(86)

Note that spins j and k are represented by the angular momentum operators I and S,
respectively, and this
his indicates
i
that the interacting spins can be any two nuclei. The
dipolar interactions represented by equation 86 can be expressed in spherical polar
coordinates as seen in figure 16,
1 where θ is the polar angle and ϕ is the azimuthal angle.

Figure 16

A vector representation of the direct dipolar coupling between two spins in the presence
of a static magnetic field using the spherical polar coordinate system.

In this form the scalar products can be evaluated and result in the following form of the
Hamiltonian for dipolar coupling:
 µ0
 Dip
H
j ,k = − 
 4π

 γ jγ k ℏ
 3 [A+ B +C + D + E + F]
 r

Where:
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(87)

A = Iz Sz ( 3cos 2 θ − 1)
1
B = −  I+ S− + I− S+  ( 3cos 2 θ − 1)

4
3
C = −  Iz S+ + I+ Sz  sin θ cos θ e − iθ

2
3
D = −  Iz S− + I− Sz  sin θ cos θ e + iθ

2

(88)

3
E = −  I+ S+  sin 2 θ e−2iθ

4
3
F = −  I− S−  sin 2 θ e+2iθ

4
The A, B, C, D, E, and F terms comprise what is known as the dipolar alphabet. It can be
shown that the energy transitions resulting from the last four terms in the alphabet (C, D,
E, and F) have very little effect on the spin system and, according to the secular
approximation, will be dropped from this point forward.14 The B term of the alphabet is
currently represented in terms of the raising and lowering angular momentum operators
and must be re-expressed in terms of the Cartesian angular momentum operators, as
shown in equation 89.

1
B = −  Ix Sx + Iy Sy  ( 3cos 2 θ − 1)

2

(89)

The effect of the dipolar Hamiltonian can be considered in two separate cases, that of
homo-nuclear and hetero-nuclear dipolar couplings.
In the case of Homo-nuclear dipolar couplings, both the A and B terms are
present and result in the following Hamiltonian:

(

1
 dip
H
3cos 2 θ − 1) 3Iɵ j , z Iɵ k , z − Iɵ j ⋅ Iɵ k
j ,k = d j ,k
(
2

)

The constant d jk is known as the dipolar coupling constant and is given by:
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(90)

d jk = −

µ0 γ j γ k ℏ
4π rj3,k

(91)

Note that both spins j and k are now being represented by the angular momentum
operator ( I ); therefore the spin index has been re-introduced
re introduced to the operators. The homonuclear dipolar coupling
coupling,, in the case of a multiple spin system, results in a line
broadening
ning effect that can be seen in figure 17
1 and this can be attributed to the B term of
the dipolar alphabet.15

Figure 17

The effect of homo
homo-nuclear
nuclear dipolar couplings on the observed NMR spectrum.32

This line broadening is quite prominent in spin systems that have a high natural
abundance and a large gyromagnetic ratio, such as the 19F and 1H isotopes, and can result
in a line width on the order of several kHz. Spin
pin systems that have either a low natural
abundance or gyromagnetic ratio will not experience strong homo-nuclear
homo
dipolar
couplings and in these cases only the effect of hetero-nuclear
hetero nuclear dipolar coupling needs to
be considered.
The hetero-nuclear
nuclear dipolar Hamiltonian contains only the A term of the alphabet
and is given by the following:

(

1
 dip
H
3cos 2 θ − 1) 2 Iɵ z Sɵ z
jk = d jk
(
2
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)

(92)

The B term of the alphabet disappears because it contains a transverse term, known as the
flip flop term ( Iɵ x Sɵ x + Iɵ y Sɵ y ), that is only significant when the Larmor frequency of spin I
and S are equivalent; therefore the line broadening due to the B term will no longer be
present. In this case the hetero-nuclear dipolar couplings lead to a Pake pattern,33 shown
in figure 18,, where the separation between the most intense features of the pattern
(known as the horns) is given by the dipolar coupling constant ( d jk ).

Figure 18

NMR spectrum of a Pake pattern resulting from the hetero-nuclear
hetero nuclear dipolar coupling of an
isolated spin pair.

Each side of the pake pattern corresponds to a powder pattern similar to the one shown
for the chemical shift anisotropy with axial symmetry (η = 0 ).. This is because the dipolar
couplings cause a shift in the transition frequency of each nuclei involved in the coupling
that has an orientation dependency given by: 3cos 2 θ − 1 . However,
wever, the dipolar couplings
cause both a positive and negative shift, where both shifts are equal in magnitude. This
results in the superposition of two symmetric powder patterns, as seen in figure 118. It is
important to note that the homo-nuclear
homo nuclear dipolar couplings for a spin system containing
four or less spin pairs results in a Pake pattern similar to the
the one shown in figure 18;
however, in this case the splitting between the horns is given by 3/2 d jk .34
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III. J-Coupling
Earlier it was mentioned that the direct spin-spin coupling tensor (dipolar
coupling) is traceless and therefore averages to zero in solution-state NMR experiments.
Indirect spin-spin coupling, better known as J-coupling, is present in solution state NMR
and is mediated through the electron density of the sample. The J-coupling is given by
the following Hamiltonian:
 Jj ,k = 2π Iɵ j ⋅ Jɵ j , k ⋅ Iɵ k
H

(93)

The 2π term is present because the J-coupling is generally specified in hertz and the J j ,k
term is the J-coupling tensor given by:

Jɵ j ,k

 J xxjk

=  J yxjk
 J zxjk


J xyjk
J yyjk
J zyjk

J xzjk 

J yzjk 
J zzjk 

(94)

The J-coupling interaction is isotropic in solution and results in the multiplet structures
commonly seen in solution-state NMR spectroscopy. These structures depend on the
scalar coupling, or isotropic J-coupling, the value of which is specified by:

 Jj ,,kiso = 2π J Iɵ j ⋅ Iɵ k = 2π J ( Iɵ j , x Iɵ k , x + Iɵ j , y Iɵ k , y + Iɵ j , z Iɵ k , z )
H
j ,k
j ,k

(95)

1
J j ,k = ( J xxj ,k + J yyj ,k + J zzj ,k )
3

(96)

Where:

These multiplet structures provide direct information about the bonding geometry of the
system. It is important to point out that J-coupling is also present in solids and can be
anisotropic; however, J-coupling in solids will not be discussed any further in this work.
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IV. Quadrupolar Coupling
To this point only the very specific case of spin ½ has been discussed. Nuclei
with a spin greater than ½, referred to as quadrupolar nuclei, possess an electric
quadrupole moment. This quadrupole moment interacts with the electric field gradient
(EFG) of the nucleus created by the surrounding electron density. The orientation of the
electric field gradient with respect to the static magnetic field can be represented by a
tensor, in a similar manner to the CSA, and also has a corresponding PAS frame. The
quadrupolar interaction causes a large shift in the Larmor frequency and results in a
powder pattern that is very similar to the Pake patterns, as seen for the hetero-nuclear
dipolar couplings. These powder patterns cover a range of frequencies that is much larger
than those due to hetero-nuclear dipolar couplings and are on the order of tens of kHz to
several MHz wide. For this reason, the study of quadrupolar nuclei is a rather large and
very specialized sub-discipline of NMR spectroscopy.35 The quadrupolar interaction is
beyond the scope of this work and will not be discussed any further.

1.3.4 Overall NMR Hamiltonian in Solution- vs. Solid-state
The spectra in solution-state and solid-state NMR (SSNMR) spectroscopy are
quite different because the internal interactions present in the overall Hamiltonian differ
in each case. In solution-state NMR spectroscopy isotropic motion averages the dipolar
interaction to zero, as well as any anisotropy in the chemical shift tensor, and leaves only
the isotropic chemical shift and J-coupling to dominate the internal interactions.
Therefore, high resolution is easily obtained in solution-state NMR spectroscopy and is
characterized by narrow line widths and well resolved multiplet structures. In the solid-
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state both the dipolar interaction and chemical shift anisotropy are present in the
Hamiltonian and lead to significant line broadening, as indicated in the dipolar coupling
and chemical shift sections above. For this reason many specialized techniques have
been developed in the solid-state in order to reduce the line broadening caused by CSA
and dipolar coupling interactions.

1.4 Specialized NMR Techniques
There are numerous specialized techniques employed in the SSNMR experiments
presented in chapters 2 and 3. These have been developed to improve the quality of solid
state NMR spectroscopy by increasing the resolution and signal to noise ratio of spectra.
The next section will explain the theory and principles behind some of these common
methods.

1.4.1 Magic-Angle Spinning
Earlier it was mentioned that SSNMR spectroscopy is carried out on powder
samples which contain multiple crystal orientations with respect to the static magnetic
field. Each crystal orientation gives rise to a slightly different chemical shift and the
superposition of these shifts gives rise to a powder pattern. This powder pattern appears
again in the form of a Pake pattern when considering the effect of hetero-nuclear dipolar
couplings (see figure18). Both the CSA and hetero-nuclear dipolar coupling
Hamiltonians contain a dominant leading term that defines the orientation of the
interaction with respect to the static magnetic field and this is given by:
3cos 2 θ − 1
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(97)

In fact, it can be shown that all of the internal interactions of the Hamiltonian with a nonisotropic tensor contain a dominant leading term equivalent to equation 94.31 The line
broadening effects of these terms in the Hamiltonian can be removed if each crystallite
could be placed at an angle θ m with respect to the static field, where θ m is chosen such
that equation 97 is equal to zero. This specific angle is known as the magic angle and is
given by:

θm = arccos

1
≅ 54.74°
3

(98)

After the sample is placed at the magic angle it is spun about this angle at a speed given
by ν r . This rotation mimics the isotropic motion seen in solution-state NMR by equally
sampling all of the directions of motion (x, y, and z). The act of spinning a sample about
the magic angle, as illustrated in figure 19, is referred to as magic angle spinning (MAS).

Figure 19

Schematic representation of sample rotation at the magic angle.

The sample spinning speed (ν r ) determines how efficiently each term in the
Hamiltonian will be suppressed. The CSA and hetero-nuclear dipolar couplings can be
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removed by using spinning speeds slightly larger than the interaction strength and results
in an isotropic line as seen in figure 20a.36-38 When the spinning speed is less than the
interaction strength of the Hamiltonian the orientation dependence is not completely
removed. The incomplete removal of the CSA and hetero-nuclear dipolar terms results in
a spinning side band pattern like the one shown in figure 20b. The observed sideband
pattern resembles the powder pattern (figure 20c) that is acquired without the use of
MAS and can be directly related to the remaining chemical shift anisotropy tensor. It is
important to note that the isotropic peak is not necessarily the most intense line; however
the isotropic peak will not shift with spinning speed and can be easily identified by
carrying out the same experiment at two different speeds.

Figure 20

MAS NMR spectrum obtained at a spinning speed larger than (a) and smaller than (b) the
line broadening interaction; MAS NMR spectrum obtained under static conditions (c).

The homo-nuclear dipolar couplings give rise to a line broadening that can also
be reduced, or removed, by the use of MAS; however, not quite as easily as the
aforementioned interactions. Nuclei with high natural abundance and a large
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gyromagnetic ratio possess rather large homo-nuclear couplings and as a result spinning
speeds in the range of 30-75 kHz are required to remove these interactions. Recently,
NMR probes capable of reaching these speeds have become available and this has
resulted in the development of new fast spinning techniques for obtaining high resolution
spectra.39
The spinning of a sample at the magic angle results in a phenomenon known as
the rotational echo. Recall that the FID is detected in real-time and contains an evolution
term defined by the static field, chemical shift anisotropy, and dipolar coupling. As the
sample is spun, each crystallite undergoes multiple different orientations with respect to
the magnetic field; therefore, the evolutionary frequency of the FID will reflect these
orientations. As the sample completes one full rotation the frequency of evolution will
return to its starting value and then undergo the cycle again. As a result, the FID will be
composed of a sequence of repeating patterns known as rotational-echoes (figure 21).

Figure 21

The 79Br FID of KBr spinning at an MAS rate of 5 kHz.
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A time series that is composed of only the maximum value of each rotor echo will result
in an isotropic spectrum as seen in figure 20a; therefore it is important to consider the
effect of synchronizing the acquisition period of a pulse sequence with the rotor period of
MAS (rotor-synchronization). The rotor period ( τ r ) of MAS can be defined by the
following:

τr =

1

νr

(99)

The effects of rotor-synchronization on a pulse sequence will be explored further in
chapters 2 and 3.

1.4.2 Decoupling
Magic angle spinning is a useful way to remove the line broadening effects of the
CSA and dipolar terms in the Hamiltonian. However, MAS may not completely remove
hetero-nuclear dipolar couplings and in these cases MAS is combined with a technique
known as decoupling.40 Decoupling is commonly used in both solution- and solid-state
NMR spectroscopy to remove any hetero-nuclear couplings that are present, including Jcoupling. Multiple different decoupling schemes have been developed and each is
tailored towards the specific requirements of a particular NMR experiment and
spectrometer.
The most basic form of decoupling is known as continuous wave (CW)
decoupling and consists of the application of continuous RF irradiation to a heteronucleus during acquisition (see figure 22).
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Figure 22

The basic continuous wave (CW) decoupling sequence.

However, this technique is limited because the RF irradiation must remain on throughout
the entire acquisition period and this restricts the strength of the RF field used. This
restriction corresponds to a limit in the frequency range over which the decoupling
decoup
is
effective. This is not a problem for decoupling nuclei that have a very small chemical
shift range, such as the 1H nuclei, but is when attempting to decouple the effect of nuclei
with a large chemical shift range, such as the

13

C and

19

F nuclei
nuclei. More specialized

decoupling techniques have been developed to deal with the situation of decoupling
nuclei with large chemical shift ranges.
The most common modification of CW decoupling is known as two pulse phase
modulated (TPPM) decoupling.41 TPPM is still a form of continuous decoupling but
alters the basic CW scheme by app
applying a series of back to back RF pulses
pulses. Each pulse is
applied for an entire rotor period and has the opposite phase of the previous pulse
pulse, as
shown in figure 23.
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Figure 23

The TPPM decoupling sequence.

This phase alternating
ternating scheme is designed to increase the effective frequency range over
which the CW decoupling occurs,
occurs and therefore increases decoupling performance.
performance There
are many modifications of TPPM decoupling,42-47 but the most common one employs a
phase shift where the two pulses are exactly 180 degrees out of phase with each other and
is known as X inverse-X
inverse (XiX) decoupling.48 TPPM and its numerous modifications
greatly increase
se the efficiency of decoupling; however, a multiple-pulse
multiple
decoupling
sequence,, where the RF pulses no longer remain on for the entire duration of the
acquisition period, would allow for the use of much higher RF powers.
The use of multiple-pulse
multiple
decoupling has been around for a long time in solutionstate NMR spectroscopy and was originally used in solid-state
state NMR to decouple the
homo-nuclear
nuclear dipolar interaction
interaction.31-32 One of the more specialized multiple-pulse
decoupling schemes used in solid-state NMR is the XY-16
16 sequence (figure 24) and it is
designed to decouple nuclei with a very large chemical shift anisotropy.
anisotropy 49
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Figure 24

The XY-16 decoupling sequence.

This sequence consists of a train of 16 individual rotor-synchronized
synchronized 180 degree pulses
with each pulse having a phase (ϕ) that follows the XY-16
16 phase cycle
cycle.50 The term rotorsynchronized implies that each pulse is applied at the end of a rotor period ( τ r ). This
decoupling scheme does not require continuous RF irradiation and therefore permits the
use of much stronger RF
R powers. These powers can be anywhere from 100 to 125 kHz
and allow for the
he decoupling of nuclei over a chemical shift range of
o the same order.
More advanced multiple-pulse
multiple
decoupling schemes based on symmetry principles have
been developed and allow for the selective removal or re-introduction
introduction of specific terms in
the Hamiltonian. These sequences,
sequences known as C or R sequences, not only allow the user
to control which terms of the Hamiltonian will be decoupled during acquisition, but also
allow for the re-introduction
introduction of terms which have been removed by MAS
MAS.51-58
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1.4.3 The Hahn Echo
The presence of a large CSA and dipolar coupling can cause the FID to dephase
very rapidly; therefore, the FID must be detected as quickly as possible after the
excitation pulse has been applied. This is not always possible due to distortions caused
by turning off the excitation pulse (pulse ring-down effects).21 In this case it is ideal to
have a method capable of letting one observe the magnetization created directly after a
pulse without having to detect the FID immediately after the pulse. This can be achieved
by using a common technique known as the Hahn-echo.
Figure 25a gives the pulse sequence for a Hahn-echo while figure 25b indicates
the state of the magnetization after each step in the sequence. The initial transverse
magnetization is created by a 90 degree pulse and then begins to lose coherence, or fan
out in the transverse plane, during a fixed interval of time (τ). This is caused by small
fluctuations in the local magnetic field experienced by a spin and as a direct result some
spins experience a slightly larger field while others experience a slightly smaller field.
Therefore, some of the spins will precess more quickly and others less so, both with
respect to the Larmor frequency. The application of a 180 degree pulse reverses the
placement of the magnetization in the transverse plane such that the components with
slightly faster precession are now behind the rotating frame and the ones with slightly
slower precession are ahead of the frame. After the second delay period, also equal to τ,
the spins have refocused in the transverse plane and return to a state that is almost
identical to the original excited state. The magnetization can now be detected without
having to worry about the effects of pulse ring down.
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Figure 25

a) The pulse sequence for the Hahn-echo;
Hahn
o; b) a magnetization diagram illustrating the
state of the magnetization throughout various steps of the Hahn
Hahn-echo.

The efficiency of the Hahn-echo relies on carefully setting both the 90 and 180
degree pulses such that the magnetization is accurately refocused. When either the 90 or
180 degree pulse is not carefully set it can result in residual incoherent, or non-refocused,
non
transverse magnetization which leads to phase distortions in the observed spectrum. This
problem
oblem can be circumvented by running the sequence more that once with the phase of
the 90 and 180 degree pulses varied in each successive run (known as a phase cycle). A
very specific phase cycling method, known as an EXORCYCLE, can be implemented
and makes the Hahn-echo
echo far less sensitive to errors in the setting of both the 90 and 180
degree pulses.59 The EXORCYLE phase cycle requires 16 steps and is given in table 1.
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Table 1 Phase cycle of EXORCYCLE

π/2φ

πφ

π/2φ

πφ

X
X
X
X
(-X)
(-X)
(-X)
(-X)

Y
(-Y)
X
(-X)
X
(-X)
Y
(-Y)

Y
Y
Y
Y
(-Y)
(-Y)
(-Y)
(-Y)

Y
(-Y)
X
(-X)
Y
(-Y)
X
(-X)

EXORCYCLE ensures that any of the remaining incoherent transverse magnetization is
produced equally in all directions and will therefore cancel out by co-adding all 16
spectra. The use of EXORCYCLE will be revisited when discussing the results presented
in Chapter 3.

1.4.4 Cross-Polarization
The NMR signal of dilute spins, or spins with low natural abundance and
receptivity, can be very hard to detect because the NMR signal has a very low signal to
noise ratio. This problem can be circumvented by carrying out multiple scans, or
transients, of the same experiment. The time between these transients, known as the
recycle delay, is dependent on T1. Dilute spins tend to have very long T1 values, making
the acquisition of multiple scans a lengthy process. Cross-polarization (CP) is a method
in which dilute spins can use a nearby ensemble of abundant nuclei to enhance their spin
polarization. Polarization transfer during CP relies upon a spin-lock, where the maximum
length of this lock is dependent upon a parameter known as the spin-lattice relaxation in
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the rotating frame ( T1ρ ).16, 32 Both the effect of the spin-lock
lock and the T1ρ parameter will
be explained in the following text.
The T1 ρ parameter is measured by placing the static magnetization into the
transverse plane with a 90 degree pulse and then locking it in the plane with a spin-lock
spin
(figure 26a).

Figure 26

a) The pulse sequence for a spin-lock
spin lock experiment; b) a magnetization diagram illustrating
the state of the magnetization throughout various
various steps of the spin-lock
spin
sequence.

The spin-lock
lock is a low power pulse applied along the plane that coincides with the
transverse magnetization and remains on for a time τ. Figure 26b shows a magnetization
diagram which illustrates the effect of both the initial 90 degree y-pulse
y
and the
subsequent spin-lock.
lock. If the power of the spin-lock
lock is sufficient it will cause the
magnetization to remain along the x-axis where it will precess according
ording to the frequency
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of the applied pulse. Therefore, the magnetization will decay during the spin-lock on a
time scale determined by the power of the locking pulse and not the Larmor frequency.
This decay is determined by both the length of the spin-lock and T1ρ as given by:
M x = M 0e

−

τ
T1 ρ

(100)

After the spin-lock is turned off the magnetization is free to precess and decay according
to the Larmor frequency and transverse relaxation (T2), respectively. The value of T1ρ
can be easily obtained by repeating this experiment multiple times, each with different
spin-lock times. It is important to note that the value of T1ρ is usually on the millisecond
time-scale and allows for the probing of motion and dynamics on this scale. Now that the
spin-lock and T1ρ have been introduced the basic CP experiment can be presented and
explained.
The polarization transfer that occurs during CP (figure 27) is dependent upon two
main factors: the contact time ( τ cntct ) and the Hartmann-Hahn match.

Figure 27

The pulse sequence for cross-polarization.
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Recall that the hetero-nuclear dipolar interaction does not contain the B term (flip-flop
term) of the dipolar alphabet because the Larmor frequencies of the spins involved are
quite different. During a spin-lock period the frequency of precession is determined by
the applied RF power of the lock and not the Larmor frequency of the spins. This means
that the RF powers of a spin lock applied to both nuclei simultaneously can be
manipulated in order to equalize the following equation:

ωI = γ I B1, I = γ S B1, S = ωS

(101)

Now that the frequencies of spin I and S are equivalent the flip-flop term is re-introduced
to the hetero-nuclear dipolar Hamiltonian, which allows for the exchange of
magnetization between the two spins. The condition given in equation 101 is known as
the Hartmann-Hahn match.60 Hence, magnetization can be created on an abundant spin
(I), with a 90 degree excitation pulse, and effectively transferred to the dilute spin (S), via
a simultaneous spin-lock on both channels, for subsequent detection.
The polarization transfer during the spin-lock can be further explained by
examining the Hamiltonian in the presence and absence of a spin-lock. Prior to the spinlock period the Hamiltonian consists of the Zeeman term of each nucleus and the A term
of the hetero-nuclear dipolar interaction, as given by:
 = H Z + H Z + H Dip ( A )
H
i
j
ij

(102)

During the spin-lock period the Zeeman term for each nucleus is no longer present in the
Hamiltonian of the RF pulse and the magnetization is evolving according to the homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian.
 = H Dip ( A+ B )
H
ij
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(103)

The rate of magnetization transfer between the spins depends on the average dipolar
interaction between them. Therefore, the time over which the Hartmann-Hahn match
occurs (contact time) must be carefully chosen so that this transfer is optimal (figure 28).

Figure 28

A general CP build up and decay curve for a transfer from an abundant spin I to a rare
spin S.18

It is important to note that the magnetization decays in both channels at a rate governed
by T1ρ of the abundant spin and as a result, the recycle delay of the experiment is also
governed by the T1 of the abundant spin. In general, an abundant spin has a much shorter
T1 than a dilute spin and this allows for the repetition of more experiments in less time.
The combination of both effective polarization transfer via CP and a short recycle delay
allows for the acquisition of high signal to noise spectra of dilute spins in much less time.
The signal-to-noise enhancement in a CP experiment can be considered in two
cases: transfer between an abundant and dilute spin and the transfer between two
abundant spins. The enhancement factor for the first case is directly related to the
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difference between the gyromagnetic ratio of the two nuclei. In the latter case, the
difference between the gyromagnetic ratios of each nucleus is very small and the
enhancement now depends upon the ratio of the product of the gyromagnetic ratios and
the relative populations of each spin.61
The Hartmann-Hahn match condition is very sensitive to fluctuations in both
power and spinning speed and this leads to a loss in the efficiency of CP. For this reason
many different forms of CP have been developed in order to increase its efficiency.62-63
The above outlined method, known as constant CP, is the most sensitive form and is
usually only employed when quantitative data is needed. Another form, known as
ramped CP, varies the power on one of the channels in a linear fashion. This allows for a
broader power range that can account for fluctuations in the match condition; however,
longer contact times are usually required. Adiabatic CP is used for cases where fast MAS
must be used and the dipolar interactions are scaled down. In this case, the power is
varied such that the magnetization undergoes an adiabatic passageway64 in which, for a
period of time, the only term remaining in the Hamiltonian is the dipolar term and during
this time the magnetization is effectively transferred between two nuclei.

1.4.5 Multi-dimensional NMR
All of the NMR experiments that have been presented up to this point are onedimensional (1D) techniques where the detected signal is a function of only one time
variable. This results in a spectrum that gives the signal intensity as a function of only
one frequency axis as seen in figure 29.
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Figure 29

A 1D NMR spectra containing to isotropic lines.
lines

crowded due to multiple
In complex molecules a 1D spectrum can become very crowded,
chemical shifts, and difficult to iinterpret; therefore, it is difficult to extract information
about the connectivity, or interactions,, of the various spin networks. In multidimensional NMR spectroscopy the detected signal iss a function of several time variables
and this provides a tool for analyzing the connectivity of these complex systems.
In two-dimensional
dimensional (2D) NMR spectroscopy65-66 the signal is detected as a
function of two time variable
variables, thus providing a way to make observations
observation of the spinspin interactions directly.
directly The general pulse sequence for a 2D NMR experiment is
shown in figure 30 and is composed of four time periods known as preparation,
evolution, mixing, and detection.

Figure 30

The general pulse sequence of a 2D NMR experiment.
experiment

The preparation period uses RF pulses to carefully manipulate the spin system and create
a desired state, or coherence order, of the spin system. This state then evolves freely for
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the duration of the evolution period (t1). Itt is important to note that the magnetization is
not directly detected during the evolution period.
period The mixing period then uses RF pulses
to re-convert the state of the spin system to a form in which it can be detected during the
detection period (t2). The resulting FID is now a function of both the evolutio
evolution (t1) and
detection (t2) time periods.
periods The application of a Fourier transform in both time variables
results in a 2D spectrum
spectr
(figure 31) that contains the signal as a function of frequency
f
along two axes, F1 and F2, and these axes correspond to evolution during the time periods
of t1 and t2, respectively.
pectively.

Figure 31

A general 2D NMR spectra.
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The cross-peaks in figure 28 indicate correlations between spins due to coupling.
Specific examples of 2D NMR techniques will be given later when discussing the
application of SSNMR to polymers.

1.4.6 19F Solid-State NMR
Fluorine SSNMR is an ideal tool to study fluorine containing polymers and
provides several advantages over other nuclei.67-68 Firstly, it is 100% abundant and has
the second largest gyromagnetic ratio amongst stable nuclei; hence, its sensitivity is
similar to that of 1H. As a consequence, it is common for fluorine to have strong homoand hetero-nuclear dipolar couplings as long as no rapid motion is present. These can be
exploited in 2D techniques to provide information about the connectivity and spatial
proximity of the nuclei involved. For non-perfluorinated systems, hetero-nuclear
couplings to protons can be easily removed by using multi-pulse decoupling
sequences.41-42 Secondly, fluorine is very sensitive to its local environment owing to its
large chemical shift range, similar to 13C, making it a useful structural probe.
There are no inherent problems in carrying out SSNMR experiments on nonhydrogen containing fluoropolymers, since only a single high-band channel is required.
This leaves out a large class of materials that contain both 1H and

19

F nuclei. Study of

these systems requires probes that are capable of being tuned close in frequency (~ 30
MHz for a 500 MHz magnet), while still operating at high power (around 1 kW). Probes
with this capability became commercially available in the last decade and have sparked
interest in the study of these materials.
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1.4.7 Simulation of SSNMR
SSNMR is a vast and quickly evolving field in which new and more sophisticated
techniques are continuously being developed; therefore, an efficient method of
simulating the spin dynamics during pulse sequences is essential in the development and
understanding of these techniques. This is not an easy task, as the SSNMR Hamiltonian
contains multiple terms which are orientationally dependent with respect to the static
magnetic field (see section 1.3.3). Many different software suites, such as SIMPSON69
and GAMMA,70 have been developed and are implemented for two purposes: (1) the
accurate simulation of NMR line shapes and powder patterns, such that structural
information can be extracted, and (2) understanding how the interactions present within
the Hamiltonian effect the outcome of NMR experiments. The DIVAM simulations
presented in chapters 2 and 3 were performed using the SIMPSON69 simulation program.
The SIMPSON program is optimized for the fast calculation of multiple-pulse
MAS NMR experiments and is coded in the Tcl scripting language.71 SIMPSON is
unique because it was the first software package to be completely modular in design,
making it the ideal platform for a virtual spectrometer. The modularity is achieved by
creating four different sections in the code of an input file. The first section (spinsys
section) allows the user to set the nuclei which are present and control the internal
interactions of the spin system. This gives the user control over spin-spin interactions,
such as J and dipolar coupling, as well as single spin interactions, such as the isotropic
chemical shift, CSA, and quadrupolar coupling. The chemical shift tensor convention
used in SIMPSON is the Haeberlen convention presented earlier in section 1.3.3.31 The
second section (par section) allows for careful control over the various parameters in the
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simulations. These include the setup and acquisition parameters such as the MAS rate,
static field strength (B0), number of points, sweep width, the initial state of the
magnetization, and the detection operator, as well as advanced computational parameters,
such as the type of powder averaging. The third section (pulseq section) gives the user
direct control over both the application of RF pulses and the delays that occur during the
pulse sequence. This is analogous to the pulse sequence coding used when implementing
experiments on a real spectrometer and is the key element that makes SIMPSON an ideal
virtual spectrometer. One distinct advantage of the pulse sequence section is that the
propagator for the application of various pulses and delays can be stored and re-used at a
later point. This can be a very powerful capability when studying both two-dimensional
NMR, and the application of various decoupling techniques in solid-state NMR.72 The
last section (main section) is used both to start the simulation, and process the simulated
data. The fsimpson command starts a simulation and stores the resulting data in an array
named by the user. This data can then be processed with zero-filling, line broadening,
and phasing and subsequently Fourier transformed into a spectrum for interpretation.
More importantly, SIMPSON allows the user to save the data at any point during the
manipulation process; hence, the data can be saved as an FID and spectrum before and
after the application of processing. Also, the robust use of data arrays in SIMPSON
provides a method by which advanced multi-dimensional NMR experiments can be
simulated.
SIMPSON calculates the density matrix at any given point in time by a direct
time integration of the Louiville-von Neumann equation (see equation 58). The
Hamiltonian used in the propagator and the initial density matrix of the system are
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composed of the various internal interactions which are set in the spin system and
parameter sections of the input file. The NMR signal is obtained by calculating the
expectation value of the detect operator, defined in the parameter section of the input file,
as given in equation 54. In order to obtain the signal for the entire powder sample a
process known as powder averaging must be carried out.
Powder averaging in SIMPSON is carried out by calculating the signal over a
discrete sum of pre-defined Euler angles (α, β, γ), where each set of Euler angles
represents a different crystal orientation with respect to the static magnetic field. There
are multiple different types of averaging schemes available, each of which is designed to
more efficiently sample the various crystallite orientations in the unit sphere; however,
SIMPSON uses two of the more common schemes known as the Lebedev73 and
REPULSION74 methods. As mentioned earlier, sample rotation (MAS) creates a
periodically time dependent Hamiltonian (figure 21, page 50). The Euler angle given by
gamma represents rotation about the magic angle or rotor axis; therefore, the
gamma_angles parameter determines how many points will be sampled inside one
complete rotation of the rotor. The crystal_file parameter then specifies a set of alpha and
beta angles that will be varied for each of the gamma angle points in one complete
rotation of the sample.
SIMPSON gives the user control over the external interactions of the Hamiltonian
(Section 1.3.2). The strength of the static magnetic field is defined in the parameters
section of the input file; conversely, control of the applied RF pulses is not quite as
simple. An applied RF pulse can be defined as either ideal or real. An ideal (hard) pulse
is considered to be infinitely sharp and excites all of the chemical shifts equivalently
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while a real (soft) pulse takes into account the duration and strength of the pulse when
exciting the spin system. All of the simulations used in chapters 2 and 3 were carried out
using real pulses.
SIMPSON presents a very robust way to simulate solid-state NMR experiments
but, it does have a few key shortcomings. The simulation of the Hamiltonian uses the
secular approximation and does not take into account the effects of non-secular terms.
Furthermore, SIMPSON does not take into account the effects of relaxation and
dynamics (motion). As a direct result, the SIMPSON analysis presented in chapters 2 and
3 considers only the effects of spin dynamics. A set of analytical expressions had to be
developed in order to consider the combined effects of relaxation and spin dynamics.

1.5 Solid-state NMR of Polymers

1.5.1 Overview
Polymer science aims at creating novel polymer materials that possess an ideal set
of properties and functions for specific applications in the everyday world. In order to
achieve this, the relationship between the macroscopic properties and the molecular
structure and dynamics of the molecule must be understood. Single-crystal X-ray
crystallography is not possible for polymeric materials and powder X-ray diffraction can
only be used to obtain the unit cell information. Furthermore, X-ray crystallography
cannot provide any structural information of the non-crystalline region of polymers, such
as highly mobile (amorphous) chain segments. SSNMR spectroscopy has been an
invaluable tool in the study of polymers because it can provide structural and dynamic
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information on both the mobile and rigid regions of a polymer, regardless of the overall
crystallinity.

1.5.2 Polymers
A polymer is a long chain macromolecule that is composed of repeating structural
units. The elements that compose the repeating units of a polymer determine whether it is
classified as organic, inorganic, or biological. Furthermore, a polymer can be composed
entirely of the same repeating unit or it can contain several different repeating units.
These are known as homo- and co-polymers, respectively.75-76
Earlier it was mentioned that polymers do not necessarily have high crystallinity.
A certain class of polymers are semi-crystalline in nature and contain both crystalline
(rigid) and amorphous (mobile) phases,77 as seen in figure 32. The semi-crystalline
nature of these polymers is a direct result of the crystallization process. During
crystallization it is possible for a segment from one crystalline segment to be
incorporated, or intertwined, with another crystalline segment and this leads to regions of
the polymer that are disordered, or entangled. These entangled regions do not crystallize,
forming the amorphous phase of the polymer. The percent crystallinity of a polymer
depends greatly on the regularity of the repeating unit in the chain structure; therefore,
polymers that possess either very large functional groups or defect units, due to improper
addition of monomers, tend to have lower crystallinity.
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Figure 32

A schematic representation of the phase structure of semi-crystalline polymers.18

The crystalline and amorphous phases in a polymer have unique and useful
macroscopic properties. The crystalline regions give rise to the rigid properties of the
polymer, such as strength and thermal stability, while the mobile amorphous phase leads
to properties such as flexibility and permeability.75 A semi-crystalline polymer is
therefore much more versatile than a purely crystalline polymer; therefore, it can be
processed in many different ways for use in varying applications. This processing ranges
from heat treatment of the polymer (annealing), to mechanical treatments, such as
stretching the polymer. An understanding of the microscopic structure and dynamics of
both the crystalline and amorphous phases is essential in developing the potential
macroscopic properties of these polymers.
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1.5.3 High Resolution SSNMR Techniques
SSNMR provides information on both the structure and dynamics of the
amorphous and crystalline phases of polymers. The crystalline phase of a polymer is
highly ordered and the spins in adjacent chains interact in a very structured manner. In
contrast, the amorphous phase of a polymer is highly mobile and the spins from various
chains interact in a random manner. As a result, the CSA and dipolar terms, as well as the
relaxation times, of each phase (domain) will be different. Crystalline domains are
usually characterized by short transverse relaxation times and large chemical shift
anisotropies due to the presence of large dipolar interactions and the orientation
dependence of the crystalline unit. In contrast, amorphous domains have much longer
transverse relaxation times and smaller chemical shift anisotropies due to averaging of
the tenors, or scaling, caused by molecular motion. The rest of this text will discuss the
application of SSNMR to a very specific type of semi-crystalline inorganic polymers,
known as fluoropolymers.
Fluoropolymers see widespread commercial application, such as non-stick
coatings (Teflon), textiles (Gore-tex), fuel cell membranes (Nafion), and electronic
devices (poly(vinylidene fluoride)).78-80 Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) is a semicrystalline fluoropolymer that is exploited for its piezo- and pyro-electric properties in
actuators, transducers, and coatings. The general structure of PVDF is given in figure 33
and has 4 common crystal polymorphs (α, β, γ, and δ) that can be formed based upon the
processing conditions.81
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Figure 33

The polymer structure of PVDF.

The β polymorph of PVDF is highly polar as it consists of an all trans chain alignment in
which the dipole moments of fluorine point in the same direction (figure 34a). This
polymorph is commonly applied in the electronic devices mentioned above. The α
polymorph of PVDF is non-polar and consists of a unit cell composed of a tg+tgconformation (figure 34b); therefore, the fluorines in the crystalline unit cell of the β
polymorph are equivalent, while those in the α polymorph are not.

Figure 34

The a) β and b) α polymorphs of PVDF.

The structure of the various polymorphs of PVDF has been studied extensively using
NMR spectroscopy;82-87 however, only the α polymorph of PVDF will be presented and
discussed here.
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The

19

F MAS SSNMR spectrum of a PVDF sample that is primarily α-PVDF

(figure 35) contains two broad signals at –82.1 and –95.6 ppm corresponding to the two
non-equivalent crystalline domains and one narrow peak at –91.2 ppm that represents the
amorphous domain.88-92

Figure 35
with respect

The 19F MAS SSNMR spectra of α-PVDF acquired at an MAS rate of 20 kHz with
proton decoupling and its structural assignment. The spectra was referenced
to C6F6.

As mentioned above, the crystalline signal is characterized by a short T2 and large CSA,
while the amorphous signal has a much longer T2 and a smaller CSA, due to molecular
motion. A broad peak of low intensity is composed of two peaks at –118.3 and –114.9
ppm from the two adjacent CF2 groups of the defect unit, which is formed due to the
occasional reverse addition of the monomer units during polymerization. Furthermore, a
low intensity signal is present at –115 ppm and has been observed elsewhere and shown
to be the CF2H end chain signal.88
SSNMR gives valuable insight into the structure and dynamics of the various
phases of a polymer that cannot necessarily be obtained through X-ray crystallography
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studies. The study of polymers by SSNMR spectroscopy can be broken down into 3 main
categories: polymer connectivity, polymer dynamics, and domain selection methods.
Polymer connectivity can be studied through various 1D and 2D NMR
techniques. The 1D spectrum of a polymer can contain signals corresponding to the
chemical shift of the various structurally unique environments in the polymer in their
respective phases. Provided that sufficient resolution is achieved, the 1D spectrum gives
the chemical shift, line width, intensity, and area (composition can be determined
through de-convolution studies). Also, if the signal from the end-chain of the polymer
can be resolved its area can be used to determine the relative length of the polymer chain.
2D NMR techniques are applied to determine the through bond connectivity and spatial
proximity within a polymer. Several through space 2D SSNMR techniques that are based
on correlation via the dipolar coupling are routinely used in the study of polymers.51, 54-55,
57, 93-94

These include both hetero-nuclear and homo-nuclear techniques, such as

HETeronuclear CORrelation (HETCOR)

95-96

and Radio Frequency Driven Recoupling

(RFDR),97-98 respectively. The application of through-bond 2D SSNMR techniques are
not as common in the study of polymers and these include homo- and hetero-nuclear
methods such as: Incredible Natural Abundance Double QUAntum Transfer
(INADEQUATE),99-100 Hetero-nuclear Multiple-Quantum Correlation (HMQC),101 and
Hetero-nuclear Single-Quantum Correlation (MAS-J-HSQC).102 These techniques
provide the necessary information to obtain the average local atomic structure of a
polymer; however, polymers are not static in nature.
SSNMR is a powerful tool for investigating the dynamic behavior of both the
crystalline and amorphous phases within a polymer. As mentioned before, dynamics in a
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polymer leads to its elasticity and renders it permeable. The most common way to
investigate dynamics in a polymer is through its relaxation parameters (T1, T1ρ, and T2).
By measuring the relaxation parameters at various temperatures the rate of motion of a
specific process can be determined and this information can be used to determine the
corresponding energy. Cross-polarization dynamics is also very useful in investigating
motion as it provides useful information on the average dipolar interaction of the motion.
There are several 2D NMR techniques available to study the dynamics of a polymer; two
common techniques are 2D EXchange SpectroscopY (EXSY)103 and Centerband-Only
Detection of EXchange (CODEX).3 Both techniques allow longitudinal magnetization to
be exchanged between two nuclei via chemical exchange rather than polarization
transfer. These methods allow for the study of slow dynamics (~10-1 – 104 Hz), such as
those seen near the glass transition temperature of polymers.

1.5.4 Domain Selection Methods
The amorphous and crystalline phases, or domains, tend to have different
chemical shielding and relaxation parameters; however, the chemical shift difference is
not always large enough to distinguish between the signals from both domains. Most
often this occurs when similar chemical groups, such as a CF3 group, are present in both
the amorphous and crystalline phases. This can be particularly problematic when dealing
with spins that undergo strong homo-nuclear dipolar couplings, such as the 19F nuclei in
fluoropolymers, where the line width for both domains is very broad and their spectral
lines overlap. A method must be developed to separate the line shapes of each phase so
that their structure and dynamics can be studied separately. This capability is extremely
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important when measuring the sizes of polymer domains, which has a tremendous
influence on the macroscopic properties of a polymer.104
Domain selection is achieved through a suite of methods that separate signals via
differences in the relaxation, CSA, and dipolar couplings of each domain.105 Relaxation
methods are applied mainly to abundant nuclei and differentiate signals on the basis of
the T1, T1ρ, and T2 times in each domain.106 The most basic form of selection is the CP
sequence outlined earlier.107 The dipolar interaction is much stronger in a crystalline
domain than in an amorphous domain, and as a result, its optimum contact time is much
shorter. Hence, by selecting a short contact time the signal from the amorphous domain
does not have sufficient time to cross-polarize, leaving only signal from the crystalline
domain. This is the simplest way to select for the signal from the crystalline domain. CP
is also incorporated in other methods that are used to discriminate between domains
based on the T1, T1ρ, and T2.
The pulse sequences for the pre- and post-CP inversion recovery experiments are
given in figure 36a and 36b, respectively. In both of these experiments the magnetization
from each domain is placed on the –z-axis (inverted) and is then allowed to relax back to
equilibrium during the delay period (τ). The domain with a shorter T1 can be effectively
removed by setting the delay period to approximately 70 percent of the T1 value. The
pre-CP sequence applies the filter on the I nucleus and achieves inversion with the
application of a 180 degree pulse, while the post-CP sequence applies the filter on the
second nuclei (S) and uses a 90 degree pulse before and after CP to effectively place the
magnetization along the –z-axis. It is important to note that the presence of strong homonuclear dipolar couplings can remove the differences between T1’s as a result of
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averaging. Consequently, these experiments are not commonly used in studying semicrystalline fluoropolymers;108 however, experiments based upon both T1ρ and T2 are
common.

Figure 36

The a) pre-CP and b) post-CP inversion recovery sequences.

Domains in a polymer can have significantly different T1ρ times; hence a spinlock can be used to remove the signal from the domain with the shortest T1ρ. This spinlock can be applied either before or after CP resulting in selection based on T1ρ of either
the I or S nuclei, respectively (see figure 37).
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Figure 37

The a) pre-CP and b) post-CP spin-lock sequences.

The domain selection techniques outlined above can be used to remove signals from the
amorphous domain of a polymer because it typically has much shorter T1 and T1ρ times
then the corresponding crystalline domain. In contrast, amorphous domains typically
have a much longer T2 than crystalline domains; hence allowing for selection.
There are several sequences that select on the basis of differences in the
transverse relaxation rates, three of which are given in figure 38. The dipolar dephasing
sequence (figure 38a)109-111 is similar to the basic CP experiment but adds an extra delay
time (τ) before CP occurs. Crystalline domains have much shorter T2 times than
amorphous domains; therefore, this delay can be set such that the signal from the
crystalline domain dephases, leaving only the signal from the amorphous domain to
undergo CP. Unfortunately, the dipolar dephasing sequence also allows for evolution
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under both the chemical shift and dipolar terms of the Hamiltonian and this can lead to
significant phase distortions in the observed amorphous spectra. The addition of a Hahnecho in the middle of the dephasing period refocuses the chemical shift hetero-nuclear
dipolar coupling terms and reduces the phase distortions. The Hahn-echo can be applied
either before or after CP resulting in the selection of the amorphous signal based upon
the T2 of the crystalline domain for the I or S nuclei, respectively (figure 38b and 38c).

Figure 38

The a) Dipolar dephasing, b) pre-CP Hahn-echo, and c) post-CP Hahn-echo sequences.
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Domain selection can also be achieved by manipulating the internal interactions
of the Hamiltonian. This discussion will focus primarily on techniques designed to select
on differences in the dipolar interaction. As mentioned previously, CP is the most
common form of dipolar selection. The Dipolar filter112-113 is a multiple pulse sequence
used to select the amorphous domain of a polymer (figure 39) by allowing the crystalline
signals to dephase under evolutions due to the dipolar interaction. The filter consists of
12 90 degree pulses that follow the phase cycle shown below and are separated by an
inter-pulse delay (τ).

Figure 39

The Dipolar Filter pulse sequence.

The combination of an appropriate phase cycle and inter-pulse delay refocuses only weak
dipolar couplings. As a result the signal from crystalline domains will dephase during the
pulse train, while the signal from the amorphous domain will not, leaving only the signal
from the amorphous domain to be cross-polarized following the train. All of techniques
outlined above have one thing in common, they select for the signal from a specific
domain; therefore, multiple pulse sequences must be used in order to select for both
domains. The Discrimination Induced by Variable Amplitude Mini-pulses (DIVAM)
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sequence91, 114 allows for the selection of both domains with the use of only one pulse
sequence.
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2. THE DISCRIMINATION INDUCED BY VARIABLE AMPLITUDE MINIPULSES (DIVAM) SEQUENCE
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2.1 Overview
The DIVAM sequence (figure 40a) can be fine tuned to select for the signal from
a particular structural domain in a polymer. In this manner it is possible to obtain signals
specific to different domains using only one experiment. The DIVAM sequence is
similar to the Dipolar filter sequence (DF) (figure 39) as it is composed of 12 pulses
separated by an inter-pulse delay (τ). However, unlike the DF, the flip angle of the
pulses, referred to as the excitation angle (θ), is no longer fixed at 90 degrees and their
phases remain constant. The DIVAM sequence is repeated n-times with the excitation
angle varied from 0º to 90º in n-steps. The excitation angle is varied by changing the
pulse field (RF) strength while keeping the pulse duration constant.

Figure 40

The a) CP and b) Direct DIVAM pulse sequences.
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Originally, the DIVAM sequence was applied to an abundant nucleus, i.e. 1H, and
subsequently cross-polarized to the nuclei of interest, i.e. 19F (referred to as CP DIVAM).
In the case where CP is not possible from proton, i.e. for perfluorinated or high mobility
materials, the DIVAM sequence is applied directly to the nucleus of interest (referred to
as Direct DIVAM115-117), as shown in figure 40b. The domain selection in PVDF for both
sequences will be presented and explained in this chapter.

2.2 Experimental
The α-PVDF sample had a molecular weight of 1x106D as determined by gel
permeation chromatography (GPC), crystallinity of ~28% and reverse unit content of
4.7% as determined by NMR, and a melting point of 158 oC as determined by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC).118-119 The sample of α-PVDF was supplied by Atofina,
France. All measurements were made on a VARIAN INOVA 500 MHz NMR
spectrometer operating at a carrier frequency of 470.18 MHz for fluorine and 500.00
MHz for proton. A Varian 2.5mm four channel HFXY probe operating at 21 oC and
capable of MAS speeds up to 30 kHz was used. The 90o pulse was calibrated at 2.5 µs
for both the fluorine and proton nuclei which corresponds to an RF field strength of 100
kHz. The RF resonance frequency during acquisition was set to the amorphous peak of
PVDF at –91.2 ppm. TPPM decoupling was applied to 1H during fluorine acquisition and
also during spectral referencing so that the Bloch-Siegert shift could be neglected.67-68
Spectral referencing was done using C6F6 (δF = –166.4 ppm with respect to CFCl3) as an
external reference. Zirconium oxide rotors with Vespel drive caps were used in order to
avoid unwanted fluorine background signal.
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The CP and Direct DIVAM sequences were performed using twelve 2.5 µs
excitation pulses (pulse width (pw) = 2.5µs), with the RF frequency centered on the
amorphous signal of PVDF, each separated by an inter-pulse delay (τ), and were
terminated by a 90o observation pulse. Measurements for the nutation series were made
with the pulse excitation angle (θ) varied from 0ο to 90ο in 2.5ο steps with the inter-pulse
delay fixed at 1.67 µs (τ =1.67 µs). The variance of the pulse excitation angle (θ) was
accomplished by altering the strength of the B1 field, while keeping the pulse duration
constant in order to attain rotor synchronization. The signal from the CP DIVAM pulse
train was cross-polarized to fluorine using ramped CP with a contact time of 1 ms.
Measurements of Direct DIVAM were also made for a series of fixed excitation angles,
whilst varying the inter-pulse delay. The inter-pulse delays were chosen such that the
total filtering time (TF) was varied over different orders of magnitude of the rotor period
and relaxation time. Throughout this work rotor synchronization is always with respect to
TF, where TF = (12 × τ) + (12 × pw). All experimental measurements used an MAS rate
between 20 and 25 kHz and the rate used for each experiment is indicated in the figure
captions.
All simulations were carried out using SIMPSON 1.1.069 with an Intel Core 2
Duo 7200 processor. The Direct DIVAM simulations were run separately for three
different terms in the Hamiltonian corresponding to the isotropic chemical shift, chemical
shift anisotropy (CSA), and the dipolar coupling. For each of these terms the pulse
sequence was simulated using real (soft) pulses and the strength of the Hamiltonian terms
was varied in size from 0-50 kHz. These simulations were also run under timing
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conditions in which the total duration of the pulse train was or was not synchronized with
the rotor period.
The CSA and Isotropic terms of the Hamiltonian were simulated as a 1-spin
system with the initial density matrix set as Iz. The dipolar coupling term of the
Hamiltonian was simulated as a 2-spin system with the initial density matrix set as Iz(1) +
Iz(2). At the end of the sequence the Iz component of the density matrix was reported as a
function of the pulse excitation angle (θ). For the dipolar coupling simulations, only the
Iz(1) term of the density matrix was reported.
Simulations of the Direct DIVAM sequence were implemented using the same
pulse values as in the solid state NMR measurements (pw90 = 2.5µs and τ = 1.67µs). The
rotor-synchronized and non-rotor synchronized simulations used a spinning speed of 20
and 25 kHz, respectively. All simulations used the direct method of calculation and were
powder averaged using 30 gamma angles and 168 crystal orientations. An example of the
SIMPSON input file used to simulate Direct DIVAM can be found in Appendix 1.
All NMR spectra were processed using the MatNMR120 3.9 processing toolbox
(© Jakko van Beek) for MathWorks™ MATLAB® 6.5. The polymer chemical structure
representations were created in CambridgeSoft® ChemDraw© Ultra 11.0.1. All figures
were created with a combination of Adobe® Illustrator© CS4, Microsoft® Office Excel©
2007, and SigmaPlot® 2000 software.
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2.3 The Original CP DIVAM Sequence

2.3.1 Experimental Results
The CP DIVAM nutation array of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF is shown
in figure 41.

Figure 41

The CP DIVAM nutation array of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF over a series of
excitation angles with an inter-pulse delay of 1.67 µs and a pulse width of 2.5 µs (TF =
50 µs). The nutation array ranges over excitation angles of 0o-90o in steps of 2.50 and was
acquired at a spinning speed of 20 kHz. Enlargements of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of
PVDF for selected excitation angles are shown above the array.

All of the signals in the

19

F NMR spectra of PVDF nutate with respect to excitation

angle; however, there are some important differences in the nutation behaviour of the
various signals of PVDF. Firstly, the amorphous signal nutates at a rate much faster than
the signals from the crystalline domain. This is particularly noticeable at the excitation
angle of 12.5ο where the amorphous signal has no transverse component (null state) and
only the crystalline signals remain. Later, at an excitation angle of 35ο, the crystalline
signals pass through a null state leaving only the amorphous signal in the spectrum.
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Lastly, the defect signals appear to nutate at a rate very similar to that of the amorphous
signal. This would indicate that the defect units are in a similar chemical environment to
the amorphous domain. In fact, other studies have used 2D NMR spectroscopy to show
that the defect units are indeed coincident with those of the amorphous regions of the
polymer.88
Previous work on CP DIVAM has shown that no transient behavior is seen on a
time scale determined by the rotor period when incrementing the inter-pulse delay.114
This would indicate that the spin dynamic terms (coherent terms) that have an orientation
dependence, such as the CSA and dipolar coupling, are not dominate in the selection
mechanism of CP DIVAM; therefore, the mechanism of domain selection in CP DIVAM
can be explained using a simple on-resonance one-spin-relaxation model.

2.3.2 Selection Mechanism
The DIVAM sequence can be thought of selecting on the basis of differences in
transverse relaxation between domains, which was demonstrated using a one-spin
relaxation model (Figure 42). Each pulse in the DIVAM train rotates the longitudinal
component of the magnetization from each signal into the transverse plane. During the
inter-pulse delay the transverse components from each signal dephase at differing rates,
resulting in a difference in their net angle of rotation from the z-axis. Upon each pulsedelay cycle this phase difference accumulates resulting in a significant net difference in
their nutation rates with respect to the excitation angle. At a given excitation angle (θ)
one of the components will be perpendicular to the z-axis (or static field) and the signal is
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effectively placed in a null state upon the application of the terminal 90ο pulse. As a
result the signal from the remaining domains is observed.

Figure 42

A vector diagram of magnetization from the two domains, with differing T2 relaxation
times, under the operation of the CP DIVAM pulse train.

2.4 The Direct DIVAM Sequence1

2.4.1 Experimental Results
The Direct DIVAM nutation array of the

19

F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF is

shown in figure 43. In this case, not every signal in the

19

F NMR spectrum of PVDF is

seen to nutate with respect to excitation angle and some important differences in the
behaviour between signals can be seen. Firstly, the amorphous signal nutates for small
angles and passes through a null state at 17.5ο, resulting in the selection of the crystalline
signal; however, the amorphous signal stops nutating for excitation angles greater than

1

Reproduced in part with permission from Hazendonk, P.; Wormald, P.; Montina, T. The Direct DIVAM
Experiment: A Spin Dynamics Analysis. Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2008, 112, 6262-6274.Copyright
2008 American Chemical Society
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60ο. Secondly, the crystalline signals are not seen to nutate for any excitation angle;
however they do appear to pass through a null state at an excitation angle of 42.5ο. This
state is most likely due to coherent dephasing of the crystalline signals in the transverse
plane and allows for the selection of the amorphous signal. Thirdly, the signals from the
defect units do not appear to nutate at all. Lastly, significant phase distortions are present
at excitation angles greater than 60ο and the surviving transverse components indicate
that the spin dynamics of the system are an important part of the selection mechanism.

Figure 43

The Direct DIVAM nutation array of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF over a series
of excitation angles with an inter-pulse delay of 1.67 µs and a pulse width of 2.5 µs (TF =
50 µs). The nutation array ranges over excitation angles of 0o-90o in steps of 2.50 and was
acquired with a spinning speed of 20 kHz. Enlargements of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of
PVDF for selected excitation angles are shown above the array.

The involvement of spin dynamics in the selection mechanism of Direct DIVAM
is not surprising, as the filter is being applied directly to the fluorine nucleus. Fluorine is
an abundant nucleus that experiences strong dipolar couplings and has a very large CSA,
in contrast to the 1H nucleus which has a very small CSA. The involvement of the CSA
90

and Dipolar terms in the selection mechanism of Direct DIVAM should lead to
observable transient behavior on a time scale determined by the rotor period. This is
because the CSA and Dipolar terms contain an orientationally dependant term that is
sensitive to the phase of the rotor. Therefore, detecting the spectra under varying rotor
synchronization conditions should lead to an observable difference in the detected
spectra. A series of experiments were carried out in which the excitation angle was fixed
while varying the inter-pulse delay such that the total filtering time (TF) was varied over
different time scales representative of the rotor period and spin-spin relaxation time (T2).
Figure 44 illustrates the change in the spectra for each of the selected excitation
angles as the inter-pulse delay is varied such that the TF ranges over approximately two
rotor periods (TR) in steps of 3/40 TR (henceforth referred to as the short time series).
Little to no variation is seen in the signal intensity with respect to the TF for small
excitation angles. For example, in the 2.5o series (Fig. 43 bottom row) the signal intensity
does not vary with delay time. Also note in the 15o series (Fig. 43 second from bottom)
the amorphous signal is near its first null state, with its intensity being mostly
suppressed, and this clearly indicates that the crystalline signals do not appear to change
with respect to inter-pulse delay used. Variations in signal intensities with respect to the
TF, or alternatively with rotor phase, become evident when excitation angles larger than
30o are used. When considering excitation angles of 45o and higher the amorphous signal
passes through at least one complete oscillation. Similar oscillations can be seen in the
crystalline signals; however, they are less dramatic.
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Figure 44

19

F Direct DIVAM spectra of PVDF over a series of inter-pulse delays, calibrated such
that TF covers 0 to 2 rotor periods (TR). This array is shown for selected excitation angles
from 2.5 to 90 degrees using a MAS rate of 25 kHz and a pulse width of 2.5 µs.

Figure 45 illustrates the change in the spectra for each of the selected excitation
angles as the inter-pulse delay is varied such that the TF covers 2400 rotor periods in a
non-linear fashion, somewhat logarithmic in nature, with the spacing increasing from 3,
6, 15, 150, 300 to 600 TR (henceforth referred to as the long time series). The long time
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series reflects the time scale of T2 for PVDF, which along with their corresponding T1
values are tabulated in table 2, where the inter-pulse delay ranges from 0.12 to 32 times
T2 for the amorphous signal, and from 0.40 to 100 times T2 for the crystalline signals.
For the small excitation angles, ca. 2.5o, the amorphous and crystalline signals remain
unchanged as they experience little net rotation. For short delay times, as the excitation
angles increases, their net rotation increases reducing their intensity until they reach their
first null condition; however, as the delay time increases they recover intensity when
exceeding the T2 time scale. Beyond 45o each pulse significantly rotates the longitudinal
magnetization into the transverse plane and this allows for dephasing of the signals due
to transverse relaxation between each of the pulses (saturation effect). This effect
becomes increasingly pronounced as both the excitation angle and inter-pulse delay are
increased and eventually reaches a point at which the signal does not recover over the
entire time range. The saturation effect will be further discussed and illustrated in the
analytical expressions section.

Table 2

19

F SSNMR Relaxation measurements of PVDF

Time
Constant T (o C) Crystalline1 Crystalline2 Amorphous Defect1
Defect2
T1 (s)
60
0.63 ± 0.02 N/A
0.57 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.02
T2 (µs)
60
79.7 ± 2.39 135.6 ± 4.07 250.6 ± 7.52 251.0 ± 7.53 289.1 ± 8.67
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Figure 45

19

F Direct DIVAM spectra of PVDF over a series of inter-pulse delays, calibrated such
that TF covers 3 to 2400 rotor periods (TR). This array is shown for selected excitation
angles from 2.5 to 90 degrees using a MAS rate of 25 kHz and a pulse width of 2.5 µs.

In summary the long and the short time series illustrate two aspects of the spin
dynamics during the DD experiment as the excitation angle is increased. The short time
series shows that transient oscillations are observed only for the larger excitation angles,
ca. 30o or larger. The long time series illustrates that the saturation effect is more
pronounced with increasing excitation angle, which for long delay times recovers on the
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T2 time scale. Both results suggest that spin dynamics play an important role in the
observed selection behavior and cannot be ignored.

2.4.2 Spin Dynamics
Simulations of the Direct DIVAM sequence were performed probing the effect of
each term in the

19

F Hamiltonian separately, namely Hiso, Haniso, and Hdip. Parallel

simulations were performed using real pulses under both rotor-synchronized and nonrotor-synchronized conditions. The nutation behaviour of the longitudinal magnetization
(z-magnetization) remaining after the filter sequence will be explained separately for
each term in the Hamiltonian. This analysis will focus on examining observed
differences in the zero crossings of the various signals representing different interaction
strengths. A difference in zero crossings represents the condition in which one signal will
be in a null state while the other still has significant z-magnetization; therefore, the
application of the terminal 90 degree pulse will result in the selection of the non-zero
signal.

I. Isotropic Offset Term
The isotropic offset term (Hiso) (figure 46) shows that for small frequencies, ca 10
kHz or less, the normal expected nutation behaviour is observed at a rate of 12 times the
excitation angle, completing three full cycles by 90o. As the isotropic term increases the
nutation behaviour changes dramatically; the amplitude of the first cycle decreases and
its nutation frequency remains essentially unchanged, except for rather large values, ca
15 kHz or greater. Furthermore, the first zero crossing, or null state, of the z-
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magnetization increases with increasing offset; and hence selection can be achieved via
an offset term of 5 kHz or greater. One should note that the DIVAM sequence is used to
discriminate between overlapping signals; hence, differences in isotropic frequency are
not of particular interest, unless overlap from sideband signals is significant and cannot
be avoided. No difference is observed between the rotor synchronized and nonsynchronized cases, which is also to be expected as the isotropic term is not modulated
by sample rotation.

Figure 46

Simulation of the Direct DIVAM sequence illustrating the behaviour of the isotropic
offset term in the Hamiltonian using real pulses under a) rotor-synchronized and b) nonrotor synchronized conditions. Each Hamiltonian term was varied between 1 to 50 kHz,
where

1000 Hz,

2500 Hz,

5000 Hz,

7500 Hz, ⊕ 10000 Hz

15000

Hz,
25000 Hz, and
50000 Hz. These simulations used a pulse width of 2.5 µs and
an inter-pulse delay of 1.67 µs. The rotor synchronized and non-rotor synchronized
simulations used MAS rates of 20 kHz and 25 kHz, respectively.
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II. The Chemical Shift Anisotropy Term
Simulations with the CSA term (Haniso) (figure 47) predict very different nutation
behaviour than the isotropic term. Most of the first nutation cycle is insensitive to the
size of the CSA interaction until the first maximum is reached, at 30o, where the zmagnetization can be seen to be significantly reduced for values greater than 25 kHz.
Beyond this point the amplitude of nutation remains attenuated until the end of the third
cycle. These nutation curves show that selection is possible by the CSA term for values
greater than 25 kHz as the first zero-crossing shifts to larger excitation angles. This
implies that for the 19F nucleus a minimum difference in CSA of 50 ppm is required for
selection via the CSA term, which is not a severe restriction in many applications.
The long and short time series of Direct DIVAM (figures 44 and 45) illustrate
that the observed spectrum is sensitive to the rotor synchronization conditions of the
sequence. This behaviour resurfaces when comparing the rotor synchronized and nonrotor synchronized simulations presented in figure 47a and 47b, respectively. The CSA
Hamiltonian contains an orientation term which results in signal modulations due to
sample rotation, or the rotor phase. In this case, the nutation behaviour of the two figures
is similar; however, a few key observations can be made. For selection to occur in the
non-rotor synchronized case, a CSA value greater than or equal to 50 kHz is required and
the nutation amplitude beyond the first cycle is reduced. Note that at low excitation
angles the selection behaviour is undermined, as there is less variation in the zerocrossing point with increasing CSA values; therefore, for optimum selection performance
it would be best to employ rotor synchronization.
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Figure 47

Simulation of the Direct DIVAM sequence illustrating the behaviour of the CSA term in
the Hamiltonian using real pulses under a) rotor-synchronized and b) non-rotor
synchronized conditions. Each Hamiltonian term was varied between 1 to 50 kHz, where
1000 Hz,
2500 Hz,
5000 Hz,
7500 Hz, ⊕ 10000 Hz
15000 Hz,
25000 Hz, and
50000 Hz. These simulations used a pulse width of 2.5 µs and an
inter-pulse delay of 1.67 µs. The rotor synchronized and non-rotor synchronized
simulations used MAS rates of 20 kHz and 25 kHz, respectively.

The rotor synchronization dependency of the nutation behaviour was further
explored. SIMPSON simulations were performed using real pulses for a large and a
small CSA value over a series of inter-pulse delays at a spinning speed of 20 kHz (Figure
48). Rotor synchronization takes place near τ = 3 µs, which corresponds to a TF = 48 µs.
A maximum difference between the signal intensity of the two curves is seen at θ = 15o;
furthermore, a zero crossing for the 25 kHz curve occurs between θ = 7.5o and θ = 10o,
indicating the optimum selection conditions. Notice that these initial selection conditions
remain favorable for most inter-pulse delays, suggesting that rotor synchronization, with
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respect to TF, is less important for small excitation angles. Later, at an excitation angle of
57.5o, the 90 kHz curve passes through a null state while the 25 kHz curve has significant
positive intensity, indicating another important selection condition. This second selection
condition shifts to a smaller excitation angle when shorter inter-pulse delays are used, but
is not lost. When looking at inter-pulse delays longer than 3µs this selection condition is
compromised and selection is no longer achieved. This suggests that rotor
synchronization is essential when considering selection conditions at large excitation
angles.

Figure 48

The effect of rotor-synchronization on the selectivity of the Direct DIVAM pulse
sequence for various CSA and inter-pulse delay values, using real pulses where
= 25
kHz and
= 90 kHz. A MAS rate of 20 kHz and a pulse width of 1 µs were used.
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III. The Dipolar Coupling Term
The nutation curves corresponding to the dipolar term (Hdip) (figure 49) have
similarities to the curves of both the isotropic and CSA terms; however, when the dipolar
interaction reaches 50 kHz the first zero-crossing shifts to an excitation angle much
larger than what was seen for the CSA term (figure 47). Furthermore, much like the
isotropic term the amplitude of oscillation after the first minimum, at 15o, decreases as
the dipole couplings increase. Note that in order to achieve selection a dipolar interaction
of at least 25 kHz is required. For fluoropolymer systems dipolar couplings of this size
are uncommon, consequently the dipolar term is not expected to have a significant
impact on the selection behaviour. Alternatively, the dipolar term can play a significant
role in domain selection in materials with much less internal mobility where larger
dipolar couplings would be expected between strong abundant spins. When the Direct
DIVAM sequence is not rotor synchronized the dipolar term, just like the CSA term, is
less likely to cause selection as the zero-crossing points are more closely spaced than for
the rotor synchronized case. In this case (figure 49b), a dipolar coupling of at least 50
kHz is required in order to lead to selection.
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Figure 49

Simulation of the Direct DIVAM sequence illustrating the behaviour of the dipolar
coupling term in the Hamiltonian using real pulses under a) rotor-synchronized and b)
non-rotor synchronized conditions. Each Hamiltonian term was varied between 1 to 50
kHz, where

1000 Hz,

2500 Hz,

5000 Hz,

7500 Hz,

⊕ 10000 Hz

15000 Hz,
25000 Hz, and
50000 Hz. These simulations used a pulse width of 2.5
µs and an inter-pulse delay of 1.67 µs. The rotor synchronized and non-rotor
synchronized simulations used MAS rates of 20 kHz and 25 kHz, respectively.

Figure 50 shows a series of simulations of the dipole term over a range of interpulse delays for three dipole-coupling values. These bare a close resemblance to the
corresponding simulations for the CSA term. Rotor synchronization takes place near
τ = 3 µs, which corresponds to TF = 48 µs and optimum discrimination is seen for the 10
and 90 kHz curves at the excitation angle of θ = 15o. Again, rotor synchronization is seen
to be less important for a TF larger than one rotor period. On one hand, for all delay times
considered, very little selection could be attained between the 10 and 25 kHz curves at
the first zero crossing. One the other hand, these simulations do suggest that selection
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between these two curves could take place for larger excitation angles, such as θ = 30o
and θ = 60o, and for larger delays, ca τ = 7-10 µs. Currently the DIVAM sequence is
typically implemented with short delay times, consequently the dipole term cannot be
expected to have a significant effect on the selection process.

Figure 50

The effect of rotor-synchronization on the selectivity of the Direct DIVAM pulse
sequence for various dipolar coupling and inter-pulse delay values, using real pulses
where
= 10 kHz,
= 25 kHz, and
= 90 kHz. A MAS rate of 20 kHz and a pulse
width of 1 µs were used.
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2.4.3 Analytical Expressions
To describe the nutation behaviour with respect to excitation angle and inter pulse
delay time, while including the effects of relaxation, a one-spin-evolution-relaxation
model was invoked. In this case a pulse is implemented as a rotation by θ about the xaxis, chemical shift evolution as a rotation about the z-axis by ω, where ω = 2π∆ντ, and
transverse relaxation as a simple exponential decay at a rate of 1/T2. The z-components
at the end of the N-th pulse-evolve-relax cycle can be shown to be of the form:
N

A(θ, ω, T2 , t) = ∑ A Nn (θ, ω, t) exp( − n t/ T2 )

(104)

n

The coefficients, A, for a pulse train with N pulses are of the form:




A nN = C nN cos N − 2 n θ sin 2 θ  ∑ P 2 n− 2− j ( cos θ ) cos n − 2 j ωt 
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N − 2n ≥ 0
N − 2n < 0

(105)

where Pi(cosθ) refers to an i-th order polynomial in cosθ, and CNn is a constant. Similar
expressions can be found for the x and y components. For a twelve-pulse sequence
(N=12) the coefficients are of the form:
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These expressions were implemented in MAPLE® in order to reproduce the relaxation
and the spin dynamics contributions to the nutation of behaviour. Figure 51 shows the
nutation curves when considering only the effect of relaxation. The transverse relaxation
time was varied from 1 to 105 µs and an inter-pulse delay time of 6 µs was employed.
Notice that for slow relaxation rates, ca. T2 = 0.1 s, the signal nutates as cos(12θ), which
is seen experimentally for the amorphous signal (see Figure 43). As the relaxation rate
increases, the amplitude of nutation decreases leading to the eventual loss of the signal at
large excitation angles, which is observed for T2 = 1 µs. This loss of signal is due to the
saturation effect mentioned earlier in the long time series of Direct DIVAM. Also note
that a difference in relaxation times of 30 µs results in a significantly different nutation
curve, as seen between the 30 and 60 µs curves. There is a difference of approximately
170 µs between the relaxation times of the crystalline and amorphous domains; therefore,
relaxation can be expected to drive the selection between the two curves for small
excitation angles, as seen experimentally in figure 44.
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Figure 51

Maple simulations of the direct DIVAM sequence illustrating the effect of transverse
relaxation on the nutation behaviour of the z-magnetization at the end of the sequence.

A few of the nutation curves from figure 51 were decomposed into their
components, A12n, and are shown in figure 52. For clarity, only four components were
plotted at a time; therefore, the top represents A0 to A3; the middle, A4 to A7; and the
bottom A8 to A11. As the relaxation rate increases the contribution from the higher order
terms decreases. In addition, as the excitation angle increases the saturation effect is
more pronounced. Therefore, for very short relaxation times the zero-order term
dominates and leads to a cos12 (θ) dependence in the curve. Also note that the shape of
these curves do not change with T2, only their relative contributions do. These
expressions predict that there will be different nutation behaviour between components
with differing relaxation rates.
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Figure 52

Selected nutation curves from the Maple simulations of the direct DIVAM sequence,
considering only transverse relaxation, decomposed into components A) A0-A3, B) A4-A7,
and C) A8-A11 for T2 = 0.1 s, 60 µs, and 6 µs. The grey curves illustrate the total nutation
curve.

Figure 53 shows the results of the analytical expression when considering only
the effects of an isotropic chemical shift. The shift was varied from 0 to 50 kHz while the
inter-pulse delay was fixed at 6 µs. The behaviour in this case is very different, where
both the amplitudes and frequencies of nutation are affected by the chemical shift
interaction. Upon increasing the chemical shift, the amplitude of the first nutation cycle
decreases, and is eventually lost; however, it recovers at higher excitation angles. As the
isotropic chemical shift becomes large the oscillation rate decreases and eventually stops.
Notice that these curves are identical to those obtained via the Simpson simulations of
the isotropic offset term (see spin dynamics section above).
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Figure 53

Maple simulations of the direct DIVAM sequence illustrating the effect of an isotropic
chemical shift on the nutation behaviour of the z-magnetization at the end of the
sequence.

A few of the curves from figure 53 were chosen and decomposed into their
components (An) (figure 54). Notice that the contribution from each curve does not
change substantially upon increasing the chemical shift; however, their shapes change
dramatically. This illustrates that with each pulse-delay cycle a new component is added
to the z-magnetization that has a unique dependence on the excitation angle. This is a
consequence of the chemical shift evolution during the inter-pulse delay. In contrast to
the relaxation only case, the higher order terms are essential in reproducing the correct
shape of the nutation curves, especially at the higher excitation angles. These terms are
the result of residual transverse components which, unless dephased by the end of the
sequence, will lead to significant phase distortions in the spectra at larger excitation
angles. These phase distortions are observed in the experimental Direct DIVAM arrays
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for PVDF when short inter-pulse delays and large excitation angles are used (see figure
43).

Figure 54

Selected nutation curves from the Maple simulations of the direct DIVAM sequence,
considering only the isotropic chemical shift term, decomposed into components A) A0A3, B) A4-A7, and C) A8-A11 for ∆υ = 0, 10, and 100 kHz. The grey curves illustrate the
total nutation curve.

It is much easier to explain the role that both spin dynamics and relaxation have
on the transverse component of the magnetization if the analytical expression presented
in equation 104 is limited to two pulse-delay cycles. In this case Iz will undergo the
following transformation:
θ x −τ −θ x −τ
I z 
→ I z [cos 2 θ − sin 2 θ cos ωt exp(−τ / T2 )]

+ I x sin θ e xp(−τ / T2 ) sin ωt{cos θ [1 + cos ωt exp(−τ / T2 )] + cos ωt exp(−τ / T2 )}

(107)

+ I y sin θ e xp(−τ / T2 ){− cos θ cos ωt[1 + cos ωt exp(−τ / T2 )] + sin ωt exp(−τ / T2 )}
2

Recall that ω is a periodic function in time that depends on crystallite orientation with
respect to the magnetic field, which can be stated in the general form:
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ω (t , α , β , γ ) = ωo + ω1 (α , β ) cos(ωr t + γ ) + ω2 (α , β ) cos(2ωr t + γ )

(108)

where: α, β and γ are the Euler angles defining the crystallite orientation; ωR is the
spinning rate; ωo is the isotropic frequency; and ω1 and ω2 are dependent on the chemical
shift and dipolar tensors according to expressions given elsewhere121.
On the extreme end of the long time scale all of the exponential terms disappear,
and thus the transverse components can be removed, leaving the following expression for
the longitudinal component:
θ x −τ −θ x −τ
I z 
→ I z cos 2 θ

(109)

This is the expression for the nutation behaviour when relaxation dominates and the
signal should be expected to saturate with increasing excitation angle and inter-pulse
delay, as is observed experimentally in figure 45. Note that the chemical shift term is no
longer present and as a result no transient behaviour is expected on the rotor time scale.
On an intermediate time scale, the first order exponentials are retained while the
second order terms are removed, resulting in the following expression:
θ x −τ −θ x −τ
I z 
→ I z [cos 2 θ − sin 2 θ cos ωt exp(−τ / T2 )]

+ I x sin θ cos θ sin ωt exp(−τ / T2 )

(110)

− I y sin θ cos θ cos ωt exp(−τ / T2 )
In this case more complex behaviour is predicted and is indeed observed. In the case of
small excitation angles, ca 15ο or less, sin2θ can be considered small enough to be
ignored. As a result, the second term of the longitudinal component falls away leaving
only a cos2θ dependence, as seen for extremely long delay times. In the vicinity of θ =
15ο, the sin2θ term can no longer be considered negligible; however, the second term is
further reduced owing to its exp(-τ/T2) dependence. The transverse components of
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equation 107 can also be ignored for small excitation angles, as they depend on sinθ, and
are also further attenuated by relaxation due to their exp(-τ/T2) dependence. It appears as
though relaxation will dominate the selection mechanism for intermediate inter-pulse
delays and small excitation angles. In this case, no transient oscillations are predicted
with sample rotation, as the ω term has been reduced greatly, and as a result no phase
distortions should be observed. This behaviour is indeed observed experimentally for
angles up to 15o for both time series (figure 44 and 45), as the small angle approximation
(outlined above) also holds true in the case of the short time scale.
For excitation angles greater than 15o, on the intermediate time scale, the
approximations outlined above begin to break down and the full expression in equation
109 has to be considered. The resulting longitudinal component is made up of two terms:
the first term originates from the initial longitudinal component, which is time
independent; and the second term is derived from the transverse magnetization, which
has a time dependence determined by both T2 and the isotropic chemical shift. The
second term accounts for the recovery observed in the signal with increasing delay time
(figure 45) for intermediate angles where the signal only partially saturates. The second
term decreases in magnitude with increasing τ resulting in a net increase in the signal
intensity on the time scale determined by the transverse relaxation rate, eventually
leading to the form seen in equation 106.
The recovery behaviour, observed experimentally (figure 45), is reproduced using
the analytical expressions where the longitudinal component was computed as a function
of log τ for a long (L, typical of the amorphous domain) and short (S, typical of the
crystalline domain) transverse relaxation time, covering delay times from 1 µs to 10 ms
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(figure 55a). As the delay time increases the effects of relaxation emerge, causing the net
rotation to appear to decrease by the start of the long time scale. When the relaxation
effect becomes more pronounced the signal eventually returns to an intensity reflecting
the saturated state, defined by cos12θ; thus, for larger angles the signal is lost to
saturation.

For the long relaxation time (L), covering the entire time range, the

calculations predict: i) at 2.5o, there is little net rotation at the start of the long time scale
and hence no recovery is expected; ii) at 15o there is a large net rotation, approaching
1200 at the start of the long time scale, allowing for significant recovery to an intensity of
cos12(15o) = 0.66; iii) at 30o, there is a net rotation near 300o at the start of the long time
scale, which by the end reaches an intensity of cos12(30o) = 0.18 , reflecting significant
saturation; and iv) at 45o, it experiences a net rotation near 480o at the beginning of the
long time scale and remains almost completely saturated until the end, with an intensity
of 0.015 . For the more rapidly relaxing component the same behaviour is seen but
shifted to a time scale commensurate with the difference in relaxation rates. As a result,
for relaxation times typical of the crystalline domain and over much of the long time
scale, the signal has already recovered to its fullest extent at each excitation angle
considered; hence, a less pronounced change in intensity is observed (as seen in figure
45). The saturation effects outlined above can be seen in the shaded region of figure 55a.
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Figure 55

Maple simulations of the direct DIVAM sequence illustrating the effect of spin-spin
relaxation rates over the long and the short delay time regimes for selected excitation
angles corresponding to figures 43 and 44. The longitudinal magnetization remaining
after the DIVAM filter is compared for a long (L), 250 µs, and a short (S), 50 µs, spinspin relaxation time.
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For the short to intermediate time scales, and for angles greater than 15o, equation
104 predicts transient oscillations determined by the rotor period. These are observed on
the short time scale (figure 44) where the following expression holds:
θ x −τ − θ x −τ
I z →
I z [cos 2 θ − sin 2 θ cos ωt ]

+ I x sin θ sin ωt[cos θ (1 + cos ωt ) + cos ωt ]

(111)

+ I y sin θ [− cos θ cos ωt (1 + cos ωt ) + sin ωt ]
2

When the delay period is rotor synchronized normal nutation behaviour is predicted,
including the effect of the isotropic frequency, as in figure 46. Otherwise, the intensity of
the signal will depend on rotor phase, giving rise to oscillations in the signal intensity as
seen in the short time series (figure 44) and illustrated in figures 48 and 50 for the CSA
and dipolar simulations, respectively. Figure 55b shows a set of simulations produced
from the analytical expressions in which the effect of both the isotropic chemical shift
and relaxation are included. The signal modulations observed for the excitation angles of
15o , 30o, and 45o are dominated by the chemical shift term over the short time scale and
this behaviour persists into the beginning of the long time scale, ca. log τ = –5.5 - –4.
The same behaviour is seen experimentally for excitations angles of 30o and larger where
the crystalline signal exhibits similar dynamics (figure 45).
It is important to note that equation 110 predicts the emersion of phase
distortions in the spectra for angles greater than 15ο and short delays. This is the result of
the transverse components being neither dampened by the sinθ term nor dephased by
transverse relaxation. The phase distortions predicted by these remaining transverse
terms are observed experimentally where at large angles the nutation behaviour is seen to
be compromised (figure 43). These phase distortions are also seen in the short time
series (figure 44) for angles greater than 30ο. New methods need to be developed that
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will remove these phase distortions such that DIVAM may be utilized for large angles
and short delays.

2.4.4 Selection Mechanism
Direct DIVAM experiments performed with varying inter-pulse delays over
different time scales show transient behaviour on the sample spinning time scale that was
not seen in the CP DIVAM experiment. This combined with the presence of significant
phase distortions at large excitation angles indicates that the effects of spin dynamics
must be considered when explaining the selection mechanism of Direct DIVAM. Spin
dynamic simulations show that all three terms in the Hamiltonian, isotropic offset (Hiso),
CSA (Haniso), and dipolar coupling (Hdip), can give rise to selection behavior. They
predict that the isotropic chemical shift term will dominate the selection mechanism;
however, in the absence of a significant isotropic chemical shift the selection mechanism
will be dominated by the CSA term. The long time scale experiments (figure 45) show
that when a large inter-pulse delay is used the selection mechanism is driven by the
transverse relaxation, while the short time scale experiments (figure 44) showed no
transient behaviour for small excitation angles, ca. less than 30 o, indicating that the
selection mechanism for these angles must also be driven by relaxation. In the case of
large excitation angles, for a short and intermediate inter-pulse delay, the selection
mechanism appears to be dominated by spin dynamics. In addition, the set of analytical
expressions developed to include the effects of relaxation support all of the above
statements. Therefore, the Direct DIVAM sequence appears to have two modes of
operation, where the method of selection can be switched between relaxation and spin
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dynamics; however, in order to use the later method of selection the aforementioned
phase distortions at large excitation angles must be removed. This requires modifications
to the Direct DIVAM sequence and the resulting sequence is known as Refocused
DIVAM.
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3. THE REFOCUSED DIVAM SEQUENCE
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3.1 Overview
In section 2.4 it was shown that the nutation of the 19F signals from PVDF during
the Direct DIVAM sequence is seen to be strongly dependent on the sample spinning
rate. Both relaxation and coherent spin dynamics were seen to participate in the selection
process where the degree of each was dependant on the excitation angle and inter-pulse
delay used; therefore, it is possible to configure the sequence so that either can be the
dominant selection mechanism. The spin dynamics terms were shown to lead to
significant phase distortions for large excitation angles (θ). Also, the nutation behaviour
depended strongly on the frequency offset from the RF resonance, or carrier frequency,
of the excitation pulses (Henceforth, this will be referred to as the offset dependence of
Direct DIVAM). Both phase distortions and an offset dependence are undesirable as they
can severely compromise effective domain selection by distorting the observed nutation
behaviour; therefore, modifications to Direct DIVAM are required in order to remove, or
reduce, these effects.
At this stage it is important to point out that although Direct DIVAM bears a
strong resemblance to the DANTE sequence122-123 used in solution-state NMR, it is very
different in its application and mode of action. On the one hand, DANTE can be thought
of as a discrete version of a soft pulse, where selective excitation is achieved through the
offset term. The effects of the remaining terms in the Hamiltonian are usually ignored
and have not seen significant attention in potential NMR applications. DIVAM on the
other hand is used solely on solids to select between overlapping signals; hence, the
offset differences are very small. This means that a combination of relaxation and spin
dynamics due to the remaining terms of the solid state NMR hamiltonian (CSA, DC) are
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responsible for the selection behaviour. In fact, the intention of Refocused DIVAM is to
completely remove any remaining evolution that result from the offset term during the
Direct DIVAM sequence.
The Refocused DIVAM experiment (figure 56) is similar to Direct DIVAM, but
with the addition of refocusing pulses and an appropriate phase cycle.

Figure 56

The Refocused DIVAM pulse sequence.

The refocusing pulses are added to remove the effect of coherent dephasing due to linear
terms, which include the isotropic chemical shift, of the Hamiltonian during the interpulse delay; thereby reducing both the phase distortions seen at large excitation angles
(θ) and the offset dependence of Direct DIVAM. The phase cycle (given in table 3) is
implemented to ensure that the magnetization accumulates in the transverse plane in a
similar manner to the previous DIVAM experiments, as shown in Figure 57.
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Table 3 The phase cycle of the Refocused DIVAM sequence.

θφ1

πφ1

θφ2

πφ2

θφ1

πφ1

θφ2

πφ2

X
X
X
X
(-X)
(-X)
(-X)
(-X)

Y
(-Y)
X
(-X)
X
(-X)
Y
(-Y)

(-X)
(-X)
X
X
(-X)
(-X)
X
X

(-Y)
Y
(-X)
X
(-X)
X
(-Y)
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
(-Y)
(-Y)
(-Y)
(-Y)

Y
(-Y)
X
(-X)
Y
(-Y)
X
(-X)

Y
Y
(-Y)
(-Y)
(-Y)
(-Y)
Y
Y

(-Y)
Y
(-X)
X
(-Y)
Y
(-X)
X

Figure 57

a) A vector diagram of magnetization from the two domains, with differing T2 relaxation
times, under the operation of the DIVAM pulse train illustrating the Magnetization after
the:(i) 1st pulse-delay cycle, (ii) 2nd pulse-delay cycle, (iii) 3rd pulse-delay cycle, (iv) 12
pulse-delay cycles, and (v) the final π/2 pulse. b) A Similar diagram to above but for the
Refocused DIVAM pulse train and its first phase cycle, illustrating the magnetization
after the: (i) 1st θx-pulse and an inter-pulse delay, (ii) 1st πy-pulse and an inter-pulse
delay, (iii) 1st θ−x -pulse and an inter-pulse delay, (iv) 1st π−y-pulse and an inter-pulse
delay, (v) full Refocused DIVAM train, and (vi) the final π/2 pulse.
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The phase cycle also makes use of EXORCYCLE, discussed earlier in section
1.4.3, ensuring that any remaining contributions to the signal that result from the miss
setting of 180 degree pulses are removed. The experiment is repeated with an offset
alternating above and below the RF carrier frequency in order to ensure that any phase
distortions due to the breakdown of the hard pulse approximation are minimized. This
chapter provides experimental and simulation results that show how these modifications
affect the selection mechanism of the Direct DIVAM sequence.

3.2 Experimental
The α-PVDF sample had a molecular weight of 1x106D as determined by gel
permeation chromatography (GPC), crystallinity of ~28% and reverse unit content of
4.7% as determined by NMR, and a melting point of 158 oC as determined by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC)118-119. The sample of α-PVDF was supplied by Atofina,
France. The Nafion 117 sample was purchased from Dupont in the form of a
commercial fuel cell membrane film. All measurements were made on a VARIAN
INOVA 500 MHz NMR spectrometer operating at a carrier frequency of 470.18 MHz for
fluorine and 500.00 MHz for proton. A Varian 2.5 mm four channel HFXY probe
operating at 21 oC and capable of MAS speeds up to 30 kHz was used. The 90o pulse was
calibrated at 2.5 µs for both 19F and 1H nuclei and corresponds to an RF strength of 100
kHz. The RF resonance frequency during acquisition was set to the amorphous peak of
PVDF at

–91.2 ppm, and is indicated in the figure captions for the Nafion experiments.

TPPM decoupling was applied to 1H during fluorine acquisition and also during spectral
referencing so that the Bloch-Siegert shift could be neglected.2 Spectral referencing was
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done using C6F6 (δF = 166.4 ppm with respect to CFCl3) and zirconium oxide rotors with
vespel drive caps were used in order to avoid unwanted fluorine background signal.
All experimental measurements of the Refocused DIVAM sequence were
implemented over a minimum of 32 transients to allow for the full phase cycling of the
180o refocusing pulses. The phase cycle used (Table 3) ensures that all feed-through
terms are suppressed and effective refocusing occurs.59 Blocks of 32 transients are
required because the normal 16 step phase cycle is run twice, but with a different pulse
offset used in each full cycle. The two pulse offsets used are of equal magnitude but
opposite sign. The pulse offset used for each experiment will be indicated in the figure
caption. The pulse offset is only applied to the DIVAM pulse train; therefore, the
terminal 90 ο observation pulse is still applied on resonance with the amorphous peak of
PVDF.
The Refocused DIVAM sequence was performed using a pulse train that
consisted of twelve 2.5 µs (pulse width (pw90) = 2.5 µs) pulses each followed by a 5 µs
(pulse width (pw180) = 5 µs) refocusing pulse, with all pulses separated by an inter-pulse
delay (τ). After the pulse train a terminal 90 ο observation pulse was applied.
Measurements for the nutation series were made with the pulse excitation angle (θ)
varied from 0 ο to 90 ο in 2.5 ο steps and both the inter-pulse delay and magnitude of the
pulse offset fixed. The variance of the pulse excitation angle (θ) was accomplished by
altering the strength of the B1 field, while keeping the pulse duration constant in order to
attain rotor synchronization. The transient series measurements of Refocused DIVAM
were run with both the magnitude of the pulse offset and excitation angle (θ) fixed, while
varying the inter-pulse delay (τ). Similarly, the pulse offset series measurements were
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run with both the inter-pulse delay (τ) and pulse excitation angle (θ) fixed, while varying
the magnitude of the pulse offset. The discussion of rotor-synchronization will always be
with respect to the total filtering time (TF), where TF = (24 x τ) + (12 x pw90) + (12 x
pw180). All experimental measurements were implemented with an MAS rate between 20
and 25 kHz. The specific MAS rate used for each experiment is indicated in the figure
captions.
All simulations were carried out using SIMPSON 1.1.069 with an Intel Core 2
Duo 7200 processor. The Refocused and Direct DIVAM simulations were run separately
for three different terms in the Hamiltonian corresponding to the isotropic frequency,
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), and the dipolar coupling. For each of these terms the
pulse sequence was simulated using real (soft) pulses and the strength of the Hamiltonian
terms was varied in size from 0-50 kHz. These simulations were also run under timing
conditions in which the total duration of the pulse train was or was not synchronized with
the rotor period. An example of the SIMPSON input file used to simulate Refocused
DIVAM can be found in Appendix 2.
The CSA and Isotropic terms of the Hamiltonian were simulated as a 1-spin
system with the initial density matrix set as Iz. The dipolar coupling term of the
Hamiltonian was simulated as a 2-spin system with the initial density matrix set as Iz(1) +
Iz(2). At the end of the sequence the Iz component of the density matrix was reported as a
function of the pulse excitation angle (θ). For the dipolar coupling simulations, only the
Iz(1) term of the density matrix was reported.
Simulations of the Refocused DIVAM sequence were implemented using the
same pulse-train values as in the solid state NMR measurements (pw90 = 2.5µs and pw180
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= 5µs). The rotor-synchronized and non-rotor-synchronized simulations used a spinning
speed of 20 and 25 kHz, respectively. All simulations used the direct method of
calculation and were powder averaged with 30 gamma angles and set of 168 crystal
orientations.
All NMR spectra were processed using the MatNMR120 3.9 processing toolbox
(© Jakko van Beek) for MathWorks™ MATLAB® 6.5. The polymer chemical structure
representations were created in CambridgeSoft® ChemDraw© Ultra 11.0.1. All figures
were created with a combination of Adobe® Illustrator© CS4, Microsoft® Office Excel©
2007, and SigmaPlot® 2000 software.

3.3 Experimental Results

3.3.1. Nutation Behaviour
The Refocused DIVAM nutation array of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF is
shown in figure 58. The amorphous signal is seen to nutate at a faster rate than the
crystalline signal, and passes through a null condition at ~ θ = 22.5 ο, where positive
intensity of the crystalline signal remains. Also, the crystalline signal passes through a
null condition at ~ θ = 62.5 ο, where the amorphous signal has returned to a positive
intensity. Furthermore, the defect signals now nutate at a rate similar to that of the
amorphous signal; this will be discussed further later. It is important to point out that
these selection angles are approximate. To achieve complete selection of either the
crystalline or amorphous domain one would have to increment the excitation angle in
steps much smaller than 2.5ο.
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Figure 58

The Refocused DIVAM nutation array of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF over a
series of excitation angles with an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µ, a 90ο pulse width of 2.5 µs,
a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs (TF = 150 µs), and a pulse offset of 1 kHz. The nutation array
ranges over excitation angles of 0o-90o in steps of 2.50 and was acquired with a spinning
speed of 20 kHz. Enlargements of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF for selected
excitation angles are shown above the array.

When comparing the nutation behaviour in Refocused DIVAM (figure 58) with
Direct DIVAM (figure 43), a few observation can be made. First, note that the phase
distortions in the Direct DIVAM array have been reduced in the Refocused DIVAM
experiment. Second, the signal from all three chemical environments nutate for all
excitation angles indicating that the offset dependence of Direct DIVAM has been
reduced. Lastly, Refocused and Direct DIVAM show differences in their overall rate of
nutation, which can be attributed to three factors: 1) the inter-pulse delays used in Direct
DIVAM differ from the Refocused DIVAM sequence; 2) the Refocused DIVAM
sequence has 24 inter-pulse delay periods due to the addition of refocusing pulses; 3) the
selection mechanisms of Direct and Refocused DIVAM are different. As a result of the
first two factors, the total filtering time of the sequence is changed and the net evolution
in the transverse plain is different; therefore differences in their nutation rates are to be
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expected. The selection mechanism in Direct DIVAM, when off-resonance, becomes
dominated by its offset dependence, while in Refocused DIVAM it appears to be driven
primarily by the CSA term. This is further supported by SIMPSON simulations on
Refocused DIVAM, which is discussed in Section 3.4.1.
Although, the offset dependence of Direct DIVAM has been greatly reduced, it
can still be seen to a minor degree when comparing nutation rates of the amorphous and
defect signals in Refocused DIVAM (Figure 58). These signals are known to be from
similar environments and should have similar nutation rates; however, upon closer
examination nutation of the defect signals lags slightly behind the amorphous signal. The
extent of this remaining offset dependence will be examined further using Nafion 117.
The 19F MAS NMR spectra of Nafion 117 and its structural assignment can be
seen in Figure 59.49, 124 Nafion provides an ideal case for testing the experimental extent
over which the offset dependence of Direct DIVAM has been removed. The sidechain
(SC) CF3 and OCF2 signals of Nafion (signal E and F, respectively, in figure 59b) have
an isotropic chemical shift of ~40 ppm, or ~20 kHz, from the main backbone (BB) CF2
signal (signal B in figure 59b). In addition, these signals are far enough removed from
each other that simple nutation behaviour is expected for each signal, so long as Direct
DIVAM is applied on-resonance with respect to the signal of interest. Figures 60a and
60b show the nutation profile of the backbone (BB) signal (B in figure 59) at –122 ppm,
and side-chain (SC) signals (E and F in figure 59) at –82 ppm, with the RF resonance
frequency centered on the backbone (BB) signals. Similarly, Figures 60c and 60d show
analogous nutation profiles but with the RF resonance centered on the SC signal.
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Figure 59

a) The polymer structure of Nafion 117 and b) the 19F MAS NMR spectra and
structural assignment of Nafion 117 under ambient conditions, with the RF resonance
set on the backbone CF2 peak, and a MAS rate of 24 kHz where: A = SCF2, B = (CF2) n,
C = CF (Backbone), D = CF (Side-chain), E = CF3, F = OCF2, SB = Spinning side band.

Figure 60

The 19F Direct DIVAM nutation arrays of various peaks in Nafion with an MAS
frequency of 24 kHz and ranging over excitation angles of 0o-90o in steps of 2.50.Each
Direct DIVAM array used an inter-pulse delay of 1.67 µs and a pulse width of 4.44 µs
(TF = 83.3 µs). Array of the backbone CF2 peak (a, c) and side-chain CF3 and OCF2
peaks (b, d), with the RF resonance centered on either the backbone CF2 peak (a, b) or
the side-chain CF3 and OCF2 peaks (c,d).
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It is clear that nutation of each signal occurs only when the RF resonance is centered
directly on the peak of interest (figures 60a and 60d) and that once the RF resonance is
moved nutation is lost (figures 60b and 60c). This is a direct result of the aforementioned
offset dependence of Direct DIVAM and will be further confirmed in section 3.4.1.
Figure 61 illustrates the nutation profiles of the BB and SC signals in Nafion acquired
using the Refocused DIVAM sequence and with the RF frequency centered at –100 ppm.

Figure 61

The 19F Refocused DIVAM nutation array, at an MAS rate of 24 kHz and ranging over
excitation angles of 0o-90o in steps of 2.50, of the a) backbone CF2 peak and the b) sidechain CF3 and OCF2 peaks in Nafion with the RF resonance centered at –100 ppm for
both arrays. An inter-pulse delay of 1.46 µs, a 90ο pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse
width of 5 µs (TF = 125 µs), and a pulse offset of 1 kHz were used.

Refocused DIVAM recovers nutation of both the SC and BB signals and has removed
the frequency offset dependence over a range of at least ~±20 ppm (~±10 kHz). Figure
61 illustrates the increase in the effective frequency range of the Direct DIVAM
sequence by the introduction of refocusing pulses. Earlier it was stated that the selection
mechanism of Refocused DIVAM appears to be driven by the CSA term. This term has
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an orientational dependence with respect to the static magnetic field and transient
behaviour is expected on the rotor-time scale. This was investigated by carrying out a
series of experimental measurements in which the inter-pulse delay was varied while
both the pulse offset and excitation angle were fixed.

3.3.2. Transient Behaviour
Figure 62 illustrates the response of the

19

F spectra of PVDF for each of the

selected excitation angles as the inter-pulse delay is varied such that the TF ranges over
approximately two rotor periods (τr) in steps of 3/50 τr (referred to as the short time
series). It is important to note that the use of both a 100 Hz and 5 kHz pulse offset did not
significantly change the observed transient behaviour (this will be shown later in section
3.6.1). Refocused DIVAM has been implemented using a 1 to 5 kHz pulse offset and the
effect of using a pulse offset larger than 5 kHz will be discussed in section 3.6. Similarly
to Direct DIVAM, very little to no variation is seen in the signal intensity with respect to
the inter-pulse delay for the excitation angle of 2.5ο. In contrast, variations in the signal
intensity with respect to inter-pulse delay, or the rotor phase, did not become apparent in
Direct DIVAM until the excitation angle was greater than 30ο; however, such behaviour
is already quite pronounced in Refocused DIVAM at excitation angles of 15ο or greater.
This indicates that the selection mechanism at much smaller angles is being driven by an
orientationally dependent term. This further supports the earlier statement that the CSA is
the main interaction driving the selection mechanism of Refocused DIVAM. The
amorphous signal is seen to nutate through one cycle for an excitation angle of 15ο and
multiple cycles for excitation angles greater than 15ο. Nutation of the crystalline signals
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can be seen, but is far less pronounced than that of the amorphous signal. The periodic
behaviour of the amorphous signal, with respect to the rotor period, is very different from
that seen in Direct DIVAM. The addition of 180ο refocusing pulses could be causing
partial recoupling of the CSA term in the Hamiltonian. The oscillations in the intensity of
the amorphous signal will be further explored with Simpson simulations in section 4.4.2.
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Figure 62

19

F Refocused DIVAM spectra of PVDF over a series of inter-pulse delays, calibrated
such that TF covers 3 to 4 rotor periods (TR). This array is shown for selected excitation
angles from 2.5 to 90 degrees using a MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90ο pulse width of 2.5 µs, a
180ο pulse width of 5 µs (TF = 150 µs), and a pulse offset of 1 kHz.
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Figure 63 illustrates the response of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF for each
of the selected excitation angles as the inter-pulse delay is varied such that the TF covers
500 rotor periods (τr) in a non-linear fashion, with the spacing increasing from 5, 10, to
100 τr (referred to as the long time series). For the small excitation angles, ca. 2.5o, the
intensity of the amorphous signal appears to oscillate around its maximum and it will be
shown later that this minor oscillation can be attributed to the CSA term of the
Hamiltonian (see section 4.4.2.). For short delay times (τ = 17.06 µs), as the excitation
angles increases (θ = 2.5

o

to θ = 30o) the net rotation of the amorphous signal also

increases and its intensity is reduced until it reaches the first null condition, as seen in the
excitation angle array (figure 58). As the delay time increases none of the signals appear
to recover intensity when exceeding the T2 time scale. In the case of Direct DIVAM, T2
recovery behaviour was apparent for the excitation angles of both 15o and 30o. This
indicates that relaxation plays a lesser role in the domain selection of Refocused
DIVAM. This is most likely due to the application of the refocusing pulses as they
remove the effects of field in-homogeneity and effectively lengthen the T2 value. Beyond
30o the net rotation in the transverse plane becomes large enough that the saturation
effect becomes increasingly pronounced, eventually reaching a point at which the signal
does not recover over the long time range. The amorphous signal at large excitation
angles (θ = 45o or larger) does appear to recovery for small inter-pulse delays that
coincide with multiples of the rotor period. This again suggests that the use of 180o
refocusing pulses may lead to some recoupling of the CSA term in the Hamiltonian.
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Figure 63

19

F Refocused DIVAM spectra of PVDF over a series of inter-pulse delays, calibrated
such that TF covers 10 to 500 rotor periods (TR). This array is shown for selected
excitation angles from 2.5 to 90 degrees using a MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90ο pulse width
of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs (TF = 150 µs), and a pulse offset of 1 kHz.
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In summary, the long and the short time series illustrate aspects of the spin
dynamics during the Refocused DIVAM experiment that differ from those seen in Direct
DIVAM. The short time series for Direct DIVAM showed that transient oscillations are
observed for excitation angles larger than 30o. In contrast, the analogous Refocused
DIVAM series illustrated significant transient behaviour for angles of 15o or larger. The
long time series of both Refocused and Direct DIVAM illustrate that the saturation effect
is more pronounced with increasing excitation angle; however, in Refocused DIVAM
this saturation does not appear to recover on the T2 time scale for small excitation angles,
as was seen in Direct DIVAM. Both of these results suggest that coherent spin dynamics
play a much larger role in the selection mechanism of Refocused DIVAM, while the role
of relaxation seems to have decreased.

3.4 Spin Dynamics Simulations
Simulations of the Refocused and Direct DIVAM sequences were performed to
investigate the effect of each term in the 19F Hamiltonian separately. Parallel simulations
were performed using real (soft) pulses under rotor-synchronized and non-rotorsynchronized conditions. In the first section, the nutation behavior is investigated by
simulating the signal over a range of excitation angles from 0 ο to 90 ο with an inter-pulse
delay of 2.5 µs and a pulse offset of 1 kHz. The second section investigates the transient
behaviour of the sequence, where the signal is computed over a range of inter-pulse delay
values for various fixed excitation angles and a fixed pulse offset. In both cases, the
nutation behaviour of the longitudinal magnetization (z-magnetization) remaining after
the filter sequence will be explained separately for each term in the Hamiltonian.
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3.4.1. Nutation Behaviour

I. The Isotropic Offset Term
Figure 64 shows that for a large range of frequencies the isotropic shift term of
the Hamiltonian has been fully refocused in the rotor and non-rotor synchronized cases
of Refocused DIVAM. No difference is observed between the rotor synchronized and
non-synchronized cases, which is also to be expected as the isotropic term is not
modulated by sample rotation. Note that in the Direct DIVAM simulations (figure 64c)
the isotropic shift (offset) dependence of the nutation behaviour is obvious and has been
clearly removed in Refocused DIVAM. Also, the nutation of the 25 kHz curve in the
Direct DIVAM simulations closely resembles the nutation of the BB and SC signals in
the off-resonance Direct DIVAM arrays of Nafion (Figure 59b and c), where the BB and
SC signals are approximately 20 kHz off-resonance. This provides further support for the
argument that the nutation behaviour of Direct DIVAM is dominated by the isotropic
chemical shift term of the Hamiltonian.
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Figure 64

Simulation of the Refocused (a,b) and Direct DIVAM sequences (c), which illustrate the
behaviour of the isotropic chemical shift term of the Hamiltonian. The rotor
synchronized (a, c) and the non-rotor synchronized (b) simulations used an MAS rate of
20 and 25 kHz, respectively. The isotropic chemical shift was varied between 1 to 50
kHz, where
= 1 kHz,
= 2.5 kHz,
= 5 kHz,
= 7.5 kHz,
= 10 kHz,
=
15 kHz,
= 25 kHz, and ⊕ =50 kHz. The Refocused DIVAM simulations used real
100 kHz pulses with a 90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, an interpulse delay of 2.5 µs (TF = 150 µs) and a pulse offset of 1 kHz. The Direct DIVAM
simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with a 90o pulse width of 2.5 µs and an inter-pulse
delay of 1.67 µs (TF = 50 µs).
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II. The Chemical Shift Anisotropy Term
Figure 65 shows the nutation behaviour of the Refocused and Direct DIVAM
sequences over a range of CSA strengths. Some interesting observations can be made
when comparing the rotor-synchronized Refocused (figure 65a) and Direct DIVAM
simulations (figure 65c). For selection to occur in Direct DIVAM an interaction strength
of 50 kHz or larger is required. In comparison, Refocused DIVAM is sensitive to weaker
interaction strengths when using small excitation angles; therefore, Refocused DIVAM
appears to be a more sensitive CSA filter, as suggested earlier.
From the rotor synchronized Refocused DIVAM simulations, one can see that the
first minimum is quite different for strengths of 10 kHz and above. More importantly,
note that there is very little difference at the point of the first zero crossing for interaction
strengths up to 15 kHz. For larger excitation angles, ca θ ≥ 30 ο, the zero crossing points
do not vary significantly for interaction strengths less than 50 kHz.
The behaviour under non-rotor synchronized conditions (figure 65b) is
substantially different from the rotor-synchronized case, due to the rotational dependence
of the CSA term. In this case, no difference in the point of the first zero crossing can be
seen for interaction strengths up to 25 kHz. On the other hand, differentiation in the
maximum, minimum, and zero crossing of the nutation behaviour is seen for interaction
strengths above 10 kHz when an excitation angle greater than 30 ο is used. Interestingly,
when an excitation angle of 30 ο or less is used the non-rotor-synchronized behaviour of
Refocused DIVAM closely resembles behaviour of Direct DIVAM.

These results

indicate that in order to achieve optimum selection the rotor-synchronization conditions
of the sequence must be considered.
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Figure 65

Simulation of the Refocused (a,b) and Direct DIVAM sequences (c), which illustrate the
behaviour of the chemical shift anisotropy term of the Hamiltonian. The rotor
synchronized (a, c) and non-rotor synchronized (b) simulations used an MAS rate of 20
and 25 kHz, respectively. The CSA was varied between 1 to 50 kHz, where
= 1 kHz,
= 2.5 kHz,
= 5 kHz,
= 7.5 kHz,
= 10 kHz,
= 15 kHz,
= 25 kHz,
and ⊕ =50 kHz. The Refocused DIVAM simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with a
90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µs (TF =
150 µs) and a pulse offset of 1 kHz. The Direct DIVAM simulations used real 100 kHz
pulses with a 90o pulse width of 2.5 µs and an inter-pulse delay of 1.67 µs (TF = 50 µs).

The effects of rotor synchronization were further explored using a range of CSA
values over a series of inter-pulse delays, at a spinning speed of 20 kHz (Figure 66).
Rotor synchronization occurs at τ = 2.5 µs and corresponds to a TF = 150 µs. At these
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conditions the first zero crossing is seen between θ = 7.5 ο and θ = 10 ο, indicating the
first selection condition. Upon closer examination, the selection condition becomes more
favourable as the inter-pulse delay increases towards τ = 2.5 µs and deteriorates beyond
this value. Interestingly, the selection behaviour at small angles does not improve when
the sequence is synchronized at either 2 or 4 rotor periods. This indicates that not only
rotor synchronization, but also the number of rotor periods to which you synchronize the
sequence, is important in achieving optimum selection when using small excitation
angles. This suggests using inter-pulse delays approaching 5 rotor periods; however, for
interaction strengths of 90 kHz one can see that the signal is completely lost for longer
inter-pulse delays (τ = 5 µs). The sequence must therefore be restricted to shorter interpulse delays in order to select for larger CSA values. It is important to note that the
nutation curve of the 25 kHz CSA interaction, for an inter-pulse delay of 3µs (top right of
figure 66), closely resembles the nutation profile of the amorphous peak in Refocused
DIVAM array (figure 58). This provides further support that the selection mechanism for
Refocused DIVAM is driven by the CSA term, but only when its strength is greater than
or equal to 15 kHz. This correspondence between the rotor synchronized measurements
and the non-rotor-synchronized simulations is most likely due to spinning instabilities in
the MAS controller.
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Figure 66

The effect of rotor-synchronization on the selectivity of the Refocused DIVAM pulse
sequences for various chemical shift anisotropy and τ values, where
= 10 kHz,
=
25 kHz, and
= 90 kHz. These Simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with an MAS
rate of 20 kHz, a 90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and a pulse offset
of 1 kHz. The inter-pulse delay and total filtering time (TF) are indicated at the top of
each figure.

III. The Dipolar Coupling Term
Figure 67 shows the nutation behaviour of the signal from the Refocused and
Direct DIVAM sequences over a range of Dipolar coupling interaction strengths. The
comparison between the Refocused (figure 67a) and Direct DIVAM (figure 67c) rotorsynchronized simulations is quite different than what was seen for the CSA term.
Differentiation is observed at the first zero crossing for couplings of 25 kHz or greater in
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Direct DIVAM while a larger coupling of 50 kHz or greater is required for Refocused
DIVAM. Also note that selection between the excitation angles of θ = 30 ο and θ = 90 ο is
not apparent in Direct DIVAM while it is quite profound in Refocused DIVAM.
.

In the rotor synchronized case for small excitation angles, ca θ < 30 ο, very little

difference can be seen between the signals for interaction strengths less than 50 kHz;
however, there is a significant difference in the signal when excitation angles greater than
30 ο are used. A dipolar coupling of 50 kHz is uncommon in fluoropolymers and
therefore, for small excitation angles, the dipolar coupling should not be expected to
contribute to the selection behaviour in the rotor-synchronized case. It is possible that
selection could occur in the excitation angle range of θ = 30 ο – 60 ο and would be based
on a dipolar interaction of 15 kHz or greater.
The nutation of each signal is much more complicated in the non-rotor
synchronized case (figure 67b), due to the rotational dependence of the dipolar term.
Similar to the CSA term, no significant differences in signal for the various interaction
strengths are observed in the small excitation angle regimes, ca θ < 30 ο. In the case of
the intermediate excitation angles, ca θ = 30 ο -- 60 ο, the nutation behaviour varies less
and now requires interaction strengths of 25 kHz or greater for selection to occur. In the
large excitation angles, ca θ ≥ 60 ο, more differentiation is seen between signals and
selection can be achieved with interaction strengths of 15 kHz or higher. This again
suggests that in order to achieve optimum selection conditions rotor synchronization
must be considered.
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Figure 67

Simulation of the Refocused (a,b) and Direct DIVAM sequences (c), which illustrate the
behaviour of the dipolar coupling term of the Hamiltonian. The rotor synchronized (a, c)
and non-rotor synchronized (b) simulations used an MAS rate of 20 and 25 kHz,
respectively. The dipolar coupling was varied between 1 to 50 kHz, where
= 1 kHz,
= 2.5 kHz,
= 5 kHz,
= 7.5 kHz,
= 10 kHz,
= 15 kHz,
= 25 kHz,
and ⊕ =50 kHz. The Refocused DIVAM simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with a
90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µs (TF =
150 µs) and a pulse offset of 1 kHz. The Direct DIVAM simulations used real 100 kHz
pulses with a 90o pulse width of 2.5 µs and an inter-pulse delay of 1.67 µs (TF = 50 µs).

Figure 68 shows a series of simulations of the dipolar term over a range of interpulse delays for two dipolar coupling values. For the small excitation angles, ca θ < 30 ο,
rotor synchronization seems to be less important and no significant selection is seen
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between the two curves. For the large excitation angles, ca θ ≥ 60 ο, no noticeable
selection occurs as the inter-pulse delay is decreased from 2.5 µs to 0.5 µs (TF = 2.04 τr);
however, selection can be seen the inter-pulse delay is increased to a value of 4.5 µs (TF
= 3.96 τr). This indicates that for the larger excitation angles, ca θ ≥ 60 ο, the rotor
synchronization and the number of rotor periods are important when optimizing the
selection conditions of the sequence.

Figure 68

The effect of rotor-synchronization on the selectivity of the Refocused DIVAM pulse
sequences for various dipolar coupling and τ values, where
= 10 kHz and
= 25
kHz. These Simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with an MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90o
pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and a pulse offset of 1 kHz. The interpulse delay and total filtering time (TF) are indicated at the top of each figure.
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IV. Summary
If rotor synchronization is to be considered a requirement for domain selection
then the effect of the CSA and Dipolar Hamiltonian should be considered in two cases:
small and large angles. In the former case, CSA and dipolar interaction strengths of 15
and 50 kHz, respectively, are required for these terms to have a role in the selection. In
the latter case, both rotor synchronization and the number of rotor periods over which the
filter is applied are an important consideration. The total filtering time must be chosen
such that no selection takes place for CSA and dipolar interaction strengths less than 25
and 50 kHz, respectively. A total filtering time which is rotor synchronized and limited
to a number of rotor periods reduces the amount of coherent dephasing that can occur
during the inter-pulse delays, thereby ensuring minimal phase distortion in the large
angle nutation behaviour. Also, Refocused DIVAM is a more sensitive CSA filter than
Direct DIVAM, with the latter requiring a CSA interaction strength of at least 50 kHz for
selection to occur. The next section of simulations is designed to mimic the experimental
transient series presented in section 3.3.2 in order to better understand the observed
behaviour.

3.4.2. Transient Behaviour
The simulations of the transient behavior for both the CSA and Dipolar terms of
the Hamiltonian were carried out with a pulse offset of 1 kHz. It is important to note that
these simulations were also run using a pulse offset of 100 Hz and 5 kHz and all three
sets of simulations produced identical results. This is in agreement with the experimental
transient series run at these three pulse offsets indicating that, as long as a pulse offset no
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larger than 5 kHz is used, the pulse offset has no effect on the observed transient
behaviour.

I. The Chemical Shift Anisotropy Term
Figure 69 shows the response of the

19

F signal intensity, for a set of selected

excitation angles and CSA strengths, as a function of the inter-pulse delay used. These
simulations use a time scale which corresponds to the experimental short time series
(figure 62), where the inter-pulse delay is varied such that the TF ranges over
approximately two rotor periods (τr) in steps of 3/50 τr. When examining figure 69 it is
apparent that the transient behaviour can only lead to selection when an excitation angle
larger than 2.5ο is used; however, the transient oscillations seen in the signal intensity for
an excitation angle of 2.5ο appear to agree with the oscillations of the amorphous signal
seen experimentally for this angle (figure 62). This indicates that the selection at 2.5ο
may also be driven by the CSA term. The fact that the transient behaviour for any
excitation angle larger than 2.5ο can lead to selection further exemplifies the need to
ensure that the sequence is rotor-synchronized, as indicated above in section 3.4.1.
Furthermore, the number of zero crossings seen in the signal oscillations appears to be
dependent upon the excitation angle used. For example, only one zero crossing is seen
for an excitation angle of 15ο, while three zero crossings are seen for an excitation angle
of 30ο. This is in agreement with the experimental transient behaviour for the amorphous
signal of PVDF at both of these angles (see figure 62). Upon closer examination, the
experimental transient oscillations of the amorphous signal appears to resemble the
simulated CSA curves in figure 69 for an interaction strength ranging between 30 and 40
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kHz; however, the experimental behavior seems to lag slightly behind the simulated
curves. The oscillations in the experimental data can only be fit by the simulations if we
consider the simulated curves to begin at an inter-pulse delay of 2.75 µs. This 0.75 µs lag
can most likely be attributed to both spinning instabilities in the MAS controller and
fluctuations in the applied RF power of the pulses (B1).

Figure 69

The effect of varying the inter-pulse delay on the selectivity of the Refocused DIVAM
pulse sequences for selected excitation angles and CSA strenths, where the excitation
angle is indicated in the figure and the CSA interaction strengths are represented by the
following: = 10 kHz, = 20 kHz, = 25 kHz, = 27.5 kHz, = 30 kHz, = 32.5
kHz,
= 35 kHz, and
= 40 kHz. These Simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with an
MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and a pulse
offset of 1 kHz.
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II. The Dipolar Coupling Term
Figure 70 shows the response of the

19

F signal intensity, for a set of selected

excitation angles and dipolar coupling strengths, as a function of the inter-pulse delay
used. These simulations use a time scale which corresponds to the experimental short
time series (figure 62), where the inter-pulse delay is varied such that the TF ranges over
approximately two rotor periods (τr) in steps of 3/50 τr. The dipolar couplings presented
in Figure 70 are homo-nuclear interactions and a coupling of 25 kHz is at the large end of
what is typically found in a fluoropolymer system. When looking at the transient
behaviour of the 10 and 25 kHz curves it is clear that no zero crossings occur for any
excitation angle; therefore, the dipolar coupling should not be expected to lead to any
selection in the

19

F spectra of fluoropolymer systems. However, it can be expected to

contribute to the signal oscillations seen experimentally. This again further supports the
earlier argument that the selection behaviour of Refocused DIVAM, when applied to the
19

F nucleus, is driven by the CSA term. Alternatively, a coupling of 50-75 kHz can be

found when looking at proton nuclei in a highly crystalline polymer system. In this case
the transient behaviour due to the dipolar coupling could lead to selection at any
excitation angle greater than 30ο.
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Figure 70

The effect of varying the inter-pulse delay on the selectivity of the Refocused DIVAM
pulse sequences for selected excitation angles and dipolar coupling values, where the
excitation angle is indicated in the figure and the dipolar coupling values are represented
by the following: = 10 kHz, = 25 kHz, = 50 kHz, = 75 kHz, and = 90 kHz.
These Simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with an MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90o pulse
width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and a pulse offset of 1 kHz.

3.5 Selection Mechanism
Refocused DIVAM experiments show that the phase distortions at large angles
seen in the Direct DIVAM experiments have been successfully removed by the addition
of refocusing pulses. These experiments also demonstrate that the offset dependence of
Direct DIVAM has been greatly reduced and that nutation of all signals has been
restored. SIMPSON simulations illustrate that the effect of the isotropic term has been
removed. They also show that the effect of the CSA and dipolar terms on the selection
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mechanism of Refocused DIVAM is profoundly different than for Direct DIVAM. In
fact, Refocused DIVAM is more sensitive to the CSA term and less sensitive to the
dipolar term. Both the experimental and simulated transient series indicate that the CSA
term now plays a much larger role in the selection mechanism for small excitation
angles; furthermore, they provide some evidence that even selection at the excitation
angle of 15ο may be dominated by the CSA term. Imposing rotor synchronization in
Refocused DIVAM is particularly important in order to reduce the effect of coherent
dephasing during the inter-pulse delays and ensures optimum selection.
In summary, the Refocused DIVAM sequence provides nutation behaviour that is
less complex than that of Direct DIVAM, yet similar to the original DIVAM experiment,
and appears to be driven by the CSA term of the Hamiltonian. Refocused DIVAM now
provides a far more robust method for directly applying the DIVAM sequence to the
nucleus of interest, while mostly removing the offset term from the selection process.

3.6 Pulse Offset Effects

3.6.1 Overview
Earlier it was mentioned that the Refocused DIVAM sequence is typically
implemented with a pulse offset of 5 kHz or less. This section explores how the use of a
pulse offset larger than 5 kHz affects the oscillation of the observed signals during the
Refocused DIVAM sequence. Figure 71 shows the observed nutation behavior for
Refocused DIVAM when various different pulse offsets are used. Figure 71a illustrates
that the observed behaviour when using a pulse offset of 5 kHz is very similar to that
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seen when using a pulse offset of 1 kHz (see figure 58); however, this is not the case
when using a pulse offset of 15 or 25 kHz. When a pulse offset of 15 kHz is used the
amorphous and crystalline peaks undergo a second inversion for the excitation angles of
80ο - 90ο. This difference is even more pronounced for a pulse offset of 25 kHz, showing
three extra inversions in the excitation angle ranges of 20ο - 25ο, 62.5ο - 72.5ο, and 82.5ο
- 90ο. More importantly, when examining the spectra for each excitation angle a
surprising result is seen when using a pulse offset of 25 kHz.
Figure 71d shows expansions of the

19

F spectra for a set of chosen excitation

angles from the nutation array at 25 kHz (figure 71c). Upon closer examination, the
excitation angles of 30ο and 57.5ο show an additional signal in the chemical shift region
of the defect units that is very narrow, compared to the amorphous signal, and appears at
~115 ppm. Both the line width and shift of this peak coincide with the signal from the
highly mobile end-chain signals observed previously for PVDF.88 The end-chain signal
has a much longer T2 than the rest of the signals in the PVDF spectra, due to high
mobility. Previously this peak could only be resolved, or observed, by using a Hahn echo
experiment with a long enough delay to allow all other signals in the spectra to dephase
completely. In this case, the Refocused DIVAM experiment has allowed for the
observation of these signals without the complete removal of the other signals. This is an
important result because it provides a method of measuring spin diffusion between the
end chain signals and all of the various signals in PVDF; hence, allowing for domain size
measurements.104 A series of experiments and simulations must now be carried out in
order to better understand how varying the pulse offset leads to the selection of the end
chain signal.
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Figure 71

The Refocused DIVAM nutation array of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of PVDF at 20 kHz
and ranging over excitation angles of 00-900 in steps of 2.50. An inter-pulse delay of 2.5
µs, a 90ο pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs (TF = 150 µs), and a pulse
offset of (a) 5 kHz, (b) 15 kHz, and (c) 25 kHz were used. d) Enlargements of the 19F
MAS NMR spectra of PVDF for selected angles in the Refocused DIVAM nutation array
using a pulse offset of 25 kHz, illustrating the selection of the side chain signals in
PVDF.
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3.6.2 Experimental Pulse Offset Behaviour
The effect of a pulse offset can be further investigated by looking at the excitation
profile of a 2.5 µs (100 kHz) pulse as shown in figure 72. The profiles in figure 72 were
obtained by changing the offset frequency (or carrier frequency) of an excitation pulse
while keeping the receiver fixed on a central resonance. All pulse offsets shown in figure
72 are with respect to the receiver frequency. Figure 72a shows the excitation profile of a
single 2.5 ms excitation pulse when applied to hexafluorobenzene (C6F6) and with the
receiver set to the frequency of the C6F6 peak (–166.4 ppm). The excitation profile of
C6F6 is symmetric with respect to a pulse offset of zero and as a result the addition of two
spectra acquired at opposite pulse offsets gives a Lorentzian peak. The symmetry of the
excitation profile for C6F6 is lost at pulse offsets greater than 70 kHz and this imposes an
instrumental limit on the pulse offset that can be employed. The behaviour seen above 70
kHz is most likely caused by phase instabilities within the console hardware occurring at
these specific frequencies, which is typical of aging analogue equipment.
Figure 72b shows the excitation profile of a single 2.5 ms excitation pulse when
applied to PVDF and with the receiver set to the frequency of the amorphous peak (–91.2
ppm). This is analogous to the pulse offsets used during the Refocused DIVAM
sequence. Each pulse in the DIVAM train is applied with a pulse offset, while the
observation pulse and receiver are centered at the frequency of the amorphous peak. The
abnormalities seen in the excitation profile of C6F6 are still present; however, they begin
to occur when employing a pulse offset of 35 kHz. If this behaviour was caused by phase
instabilities in the console hardware then it should shift linearly with a change in the
receiver frequency. The resonance frequency of the amorphous peak in PVDF is –91.2
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ppm and is shifted ~ + 35 kHz (+75.2 ppm) from the C6F6 resonance frequency. This
shift in receiver frequency is in agreement with the frequency shift for the observed
abnormalities. This supports the earlier assumption that the distortions are caused by
phase instabilities in the console hardware and imposes an instrumental limit of 35 kHz
on the pulse offset that can be employed to study PVDF; however, the symmetry of the
PVDF excitation array appears to deteriorate before a pulse offset of 35 kHz. Recall that
the two crystalline components of PVDF are not equally shifted with respect to the
amorphous peak. The downfield and upfield crystalline components are shifted ~6.35
kHz (13.5 ppm) and ~2.07 kHz (4.4ppm) from the amorphous peak, respectively. As a
direct result, dispersion components of each crystalline peak will not be equivalent for
two equal but opposite in magnitude pulse offsets. This problem can be clearly seen
when comparing the phase shift of the spectra in figure 72b. The spectra acquired using a
pulse offset of 10 kHz is no longer symmetric with the spectra acquired using a pulse
offset of –10 kHz; therefore, the co-addition of the two spectra will not result in purely
Lorentzian line shapes.
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Figure 72

Excitation Profile of a) Hexafluorobenzene (C6F6) and b) PVDF obtained using a 2.5 µs
pulse width (100 kHz pulse strength). The HFB profile was acquired without spinning
while the PVDF profile was acquired while spinning at 20 kHz.

The effect of implementing Refocused DIVAM with an offset larger than 5 kHz
was further explored by carrying out a series of measurements in which both the
excitation angle and inter-pulse delay were fixed while varying the pulse offset of the
Refocused DIVAM pulse train (referred to as the pulse offset array). The pulse offset
array for an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µs (TF = 150 µs) and several fixed excitation angles
can be seen in figure 73. Very little difference can be seen when using a pulse offset of 1
to 5 kHz, with only a minor change in the intensity of the amorphous peak occurring for
all angles. Figure 72b showed that when a pulse offset greater than 35 kHz is used, with
respect to the amorphous peak of PVDF, the console introduces a form of noise that
interferes with normal pulse offset behavior. This interference can be clearly seen when
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looking at the excitation angle of 30ο and the use of a pulse offset equal to or larger than
32.5 kHz; therefore, only the behavior seen when using a pulse offset of 30 kHz or less
will be discussed from this point forward.

Figure 73

Pulse offset array of the 19F Refocused DIVAM spectra of PVDF. This array is shown
for selected excitation angles from 2.5 to 90 degrees using a MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90ο
pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µs (TF =
150 µs).

Figure 73 clearly indicates that oscillations in the amorphous signal are observed
with respect to the pulse offset used for all excitation angles. These can now lead to a
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null point in the amorphous signal and provide an alternative method by which the
crystalline signals may be selected. The excitation of 15ο (row 2 in figure 69) shows that
as the pulse offset is increased the amorphous signal gradually loses intensity until the
spectra is almost purely crystalline when a pulse offset of 25 kHz is used. The use of a
pulse offset to cause selection of the crystalline signals in PVDF will be further explored
with SIMPSON simulations in section 3.6.3.
The Refocused DIVAM pulse offset array for an inter-pulse delay of 4.58 µs (TF
= 200 µs) and several fixed excitation angles can be seen in figure 74. This figure is
analogous to figure 73, but is obtained with the sequence rotor synchronized to 4 rotor
periods and allows for the investigation of pulse offset behaviour over multiple rotor
periods. The oscillations in the amorphous signal are similar to those seen in figure 73 as
long as they are considered with respect to the first spectra in the array. The first spectra
in the array is expected to change because it was shown earlier (see section 3.3.2 figure
62) that the number of rotor periods over which the sequence is synchronized will change
the observed nutation behavior. The only excitation angle at which no change in the
initial spectra is expected is 2.5ο and this was indeed observed in figure 74
There are a couple of key differences that can be observed when comparing
figures 73 and 74. Firstly, in figure 73 the use of a pulse offset between 1 and 5 kHz
produced only a small change in the amorphous signal intensity and was not considered
to be significant to the observed pulse offset behaviour. In contrast, Figure 74 shows that
for an excitation angle of 15ο (row 2 figure 71) this small difference in the intensity
results in the complete selection of the crystalline signals. Secondly, figure 74 shows
significant oscillations when using an excitation angle of 90ο and a pulse offset up to 15
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kHz and these are absent in figure 73; however, the oscillations seem to agree quite
nicely beyond a pulse offset of 15 kHz. This variation is most likely caused by the
relative intensity of the amorphous signal seen for a pulse offset of 1 kHz. Figure 73 has
a rather large initial intensity of the amorphous signal, making the observation of the
small deviations in signal intensity very difficult to observe. Figure 74 has a very small
initial intensity of the amorphous signal and this makes observations of minor deviations
in the signal intensity much easier to see. This is analogous to the behaviour seen when
calibrating the pulse powers on a solid-state NMR spectrometer. Thirdly, figure 74
shows a continuous decrease in the signal intensity of the amorphous peak for an
excitation angle of 30ο. In contrast, figure 73 shows an initial increase in the signal
intensity at this angle and this persists up to a pulse offset of 12.5 kHz. The pulse offset
behaviour of Refocused DIVAM will be further investigated with simulations from the
SIMPSON program in the section below.
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Figure 74

Pulse offset array of the 19F Refocused DIVAM spectra of PVDF. This array is shown
for selected excitation angles from 2.5 to 90 degrees using a MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90ο
pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and an inter-pulse delay of 4.58 µs (TF
= 200 µs).
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3.6.3 Simulations of the Pulse Offset Behaviour
Simulations of the pulse offset behavior for both the CSA and Dipolar terms of
the Hamiltonian were carried out for both a fixed inter-pulse delay and excitation angle.
These simulations should provide a valuable insight into how the behaviour of varying
the pulse offset changes with respect to the spin dynamics of the system. It is important
to note that both the CSA and Dipolar simulations do not take into account the chemical
shift differences of the crystalline units with respect to the amorphous unit. The results
presented below clearly show that the signal intensity oscillates with respect to the pulse
offset used. This means that the earlier assumption that the oscillations of the amorphous
signal were caused by the chemical shift differences between the amorphous and
crystalline signals was not entirely correct. The following sections will investigate how
the presence of various different CSA and dipolar coupling interaction strengths effects
the signal oscillations observed with respect to the pulse offset used.

I. The Chemical Shift Anisotropy Term
Figures 75 and 76 show the response of the
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F signal intensity, for a set of

selected excitation angles and CSA strengths, as a function of the pulse offset used.
These are analogous to the experimental results obtained in the two pulse offset arrays
(figure 73 and 74) in that they used an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µs (TF = 150 µs) and 4.58
µs (TF = 200 µs), respectively, and represent the sequences behaviour when rotor
synchronized to 3 and 4 rotor periods, respectively. When examining figure 75 it is
apparent that the pulse offset behaviour can lead to a great deal of selection based on the
CSA term of the Hamiltonian. A large difference occurs in the first point of zero crossing
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for CSA interaction strength less than 30 kHz. More importantly, the selection for all
angles appears to be quite strong for small pulse offsets. This creates another situation in
which overlapping domains with varying mobility, and therefore varying chemical shift
anisotropies, can be selected using Refocused DIVAM.

Figure 75

The effect of varying the pulse offset on the selectivity of the Refocused DIVAM pulse
sequences for selected excitation angles and CSA values, where the excitation angle is
indicated in the figure and the CSA values are represented by the following: = 1 kHz,
= 10 kHz, = 15 kHz, = 20 kHz, = 25 kHz, = 30 kHz,
= 32.5 kHz, and
= 35 kHz, = 37.5 kHz, and
= 40 kHz. These Simulations used real 100 kHz pulses
with an MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and
an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µs (TF = 150 µs).

Earlier it was shown that the oscillations in the amorphous signal intensity during
the experimental transient series closely resembled the simulated behaviour for CSA
interaction strengths of 30-40 kHz. A series of similar conclusions can be made when
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comparing the experimental and simulated oscillations of the signal during the pulse
offset array. The excitation angle of 15ο is the only angle at which a zero crossing occurs
experimentally (figure 73); however, as mentioned earlier, zero crossings can be seen for
most excitation angles in the simulated array (figure 75). This restricts the comparison to
the CSA strengths that do not lead to zero crossing at each of the remaining angles. Upon
closer examination it is clear that for the excitation angles of 2.5ο, 30ο, 60ο, 75ο, and
90ο the simulated curves for a CSA strength of 30-40 kHz most closely resembles the
experimental oscillations in the amorphous signal. This is in agreement with the
conclusions from the transient series analysis performed earlier in this chapter. The only
two exceptions to this conclusion are the excitation angles of 15ο and 45ο. In the case of
an excitation angle of 45ο only a CSA strength of 37.5-40 kHz agrees with the
oscillations observed experimentally. The excitation angle of 15ο is in complete
disagreement with the above conclusion because at this angle only a CSA strength of 20
kHz or less could lead to the zero crossing observed experimentally. This disagreement
could be caused by the lack of a dipolar interaction in these simulations or quite possibly
the absence of relaxation effects.
Figure 76 illustrates the pulse offset behaviour for various CSA strengths when
the Refocused DIVAM sequence is rotor synchronized to 4 rotor periods. It is clear that
major differences are still present between the curves for the various CSA interaction
strengths and that this can still lead to selection at most of the excitation angles. A zero
crossing is only observed experimentally for the excitation angles of 15ο and 30ο and this
again restricts our comparison of the curves for various CSA interaction strengths. In this
case all of the remaining excitation angles require a CSA strength of 25 kHz or greater in
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order to agree with the oscillations observed experimentally. This is slightly less than the
30 kHz or greater required when the sequence is rotor synchronized over 3 rotor periods
and emphasizes, as mentioned earlier, that rotor synchronization must be considered
when looking at all aspects of the selection mechanism. The excitation angles of 15ο and
30ο behave in a different manner than the other 5 angles and the curves corresponding to
CSA strengths of 25-40 kHz no longer explain the oscillations seen experimentally. In
the case of 15ο the zero crossing seen experimentally can only occur for CSA strengths
of 15 kHz or less. Similarly, for an excitation angle of 30ο the experimental amorphous
signal intensity initially decreases with increasing pulse offset and this behaviour can
only be reproduced in simulation using a CSA strength of 20 kHz or less.
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Figure 76

The effect of varying the pulse offset on the selectivity of the Refocused DIVAM pulse
sequences for selected excitation angles and CSA values, where the excitation angle is
indicated in the figure and the CSA values are represented by the following: = 1 kHz,
= 10 kHz, = 15 kHz, = 20 kHz, = 25 kHz, = 30 kHz,
= 32.5 kHz, and
= 35 kHz, = 37.5 kHz, and
= 40 kHz. These Simulations used real 100 kHz pulses
with an MAS rate of 20 kHz, a 90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and
an inter-pulse delay of 4.58 µs (TF = 200 µs).

II. The Dipolar Coupling Term
Figures 77 and 78 show the response of the
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F signal intensity, for a set of

selected excitation angles and dipolar coupling strengths, as a function of the pulse offset
used. These are analogous to the experimental results obtained in the two pulse offset
arrays (figure 73 and 74) in that they used an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µs (TF = 150 µs)
and 4.58 µs (TF = 200 µs), respectively, and represent the sequences behaviour when
rotor synchronized to 3 and 4 rotor periods, respectively. The first key observation can be
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made when comparing the curves for various dipolar coupling strengths (figures 77 and
78) with those for the various CSA strengths (figures 75 and 76). In the case of the
transient series, the dipolar and CSA curves for the same interaction strength were quite
different. Surprisingly, when comparing the curves for similar dipolar and CSA strengths
in the pulse offset array the curves follow similar trends. As a direct result, differences in
dipolar coupling values can now lead to selection, via differences in zero crossings, when
considered as a function of fixed excitation angle and variable pulse offset. The
differences in the various curves for differing dipolar coupling strength is much smaller
than with the CSA curves, but nonetheless it could lead to selection. In the transient
series only the CSA leads to significant selection and the dipolar coupling term resulted
in simple signal oscillations, but no zero crossings.
The oscillations in the signal intensity for each dipolar coupling strength in figure
77 can be directly compared to the oscillations in the amorphous signal intensity seen
experimentally. It is important to recognize that a dipolar coupling of 50 kHz is highly
unlikely in fluoropolymer systems; therefore, only interaction strengths of 25 kHz or less
will be compared to the experimental results. All of the selected excitation angles, with
the exception of 60ο and 75ο, have zero crossings for dipolar coupling strengths up to 25
kHz. In the CSA simulations, the experimental oscillations seen at an excitation angle of
15ο could not be explained by the simulations; however, the dipolar simulations for an
excitation angle of 15ο do fit to the experimental oscillations. This supports the earlier
argument that a set of simulations should be run in which the dipolar coupling value is
fixed while the CSA strength is varied. This simulation could be used to better fit the
observed experimental oscillations.
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Figure 77

The effect of varying the pulse offset on the selectivity of the Refocused DIVAM pulse
sequences for selected excitation angles and dipolar coupling values, where the
excitation angle is indicated in the figure and the dipolar coupling values are represented
by the following: = 1 kHz, = 5 kHz, = 10 kHz, = 15 kHz, = 25 kHz, and
= 50 kHz. These Simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with an MAS rate of 20 kHz, a
90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and an inter-pulse delay of 2.5 µs
(TF = 150 µs).

Figure 78 illustrates the pulse offset behaviour for various dipolar coupling
strengths when the Refocused DIVAM sequence is rotor synchronized to 4 rotor periods.
Similarly to the CSA simulations, it is clear that a major difference is still present
between the curves for the various dipolar coupling strengths and this can lead to
selection at most of the excitation angles. Also, the oscillations seen for each of the
various dipolar coupling strengths has changed now that the sequence is rotor
synchronizing to 4 rotor periods instead of 3. This is in agreement with the behaviour
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seen for the various CSA strengths and further indicates that the pulse offset behaviour
varies dramatically based upon the rotor synchronization conditions.

Figure 78

The effect of varying the pulse offset on the selectivity of the Refocused DIVAM pulse
sequences for selected excitation angles and dipolar coupling values, where the
excitation angle is indicated in the figure and the dipolar coupling values are represented
by the following: = 1 kHz, = 5 kHz, = 10 kHz, = 15 kHz, = 25 kHz, and
= 50 kHz. These Simulations used real 100 kHz pulses with an MAS rate of 20 kHz, a
90o pulse width of 2.5 µs, a 180ο pulse width of 5 µs, and an inter-pulse delay of 4.58 µs
(TF = 200 µs).
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3.6.4 Summary of the Pulse Offset Behaviour
It is clear that the pulse offset behaviour of Refocused DIVAM is quite
complicated and must be considered when implementing the sequence. Experimental and
simulation results both show pronounced oscillations in the amorphous signal intensity
with respect to the pulse offset used. The simulations of the pulse offset array show that
various CSA and Dipolar coupling strengths are sensitive to the pulse offset used and
both terms can lead to zero crossings (domain selection). Earlier it was shown that, when
the pulse offset is fixed, the Dipolar coupling is not expected to play a major role in the
selection mechanism. The pulse offset now presents a way in which Refocused DIVAM
can be used to select for various domains based upon both the CSA and dipolar coupling
interactions. Furthermore, past use of the DIVAM sequences was based upon selection
mechanisms that the user had no control over, such as the individual terms of the
Hamiltonian or relaxation rates. Selection based upon the pulse offset shows promise as a
method by which the user of the sequence can control the selection behaviour such that it
is dominated by the interaction of their choice.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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A comparison of experimental and simulation data for both the Direct and
Refocused DIVAM sequence provides an insight into their selection behaviour.
Experimental nutation arrays of Direct DIVAM show that significant phase distortions
are present when large excitation angles are used; furthermore, only the signal from the
amorphous domain undergoes nutation. The experimental transient series illustrates that
Direct DIVAM is sensitive to the rotor synchronization conditions of the sequence. A
combination of analytical expressions and SIMPSON simulations illustrated that these
problems were directly attributed to the isotropic offset and CSA dependence of the
sequence. The analytical expressions illustrated that the selection mechanism can be
driven by either relaxation or spin dynamics, depending on the excitation angle and interpulse delay used.
Experimental Refocused DIVAM nutation arrays demonstrate that the addition of
both the refocusing pulses and a phase cycle has effectively removed the isotropic shift
dependence of Direct DIVAM and that all of the signals in PVDF now nutate with
respect to excitation angle. SIMPSON simulations show that the isotropic offset term has
been completely removed from the selection mechanism and that Refocused DIVAM is
more sensitive to the CSA term and less sensitive to the dipolar coupling term. The
experimental transient series show oscillations in the signal amplitude with respect to the
rotor phase, indicating that the orientational terms (CSA and Dipolar) of the Hamiltonian
have an active role in the selection mechanism. SIMPSON simulations of the transient
series indicate that the oscillations observed experimentally can be directly attributed to
the CSA term. This further supports the conclusion that the CSA term is more involved
in the selection mechanism of Refocused DIVAM than it was for Direct DIVAM and this
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may be due to partial recoupling of the CSA interaction during the sequence. Refocused
DIVAM now provides a far more robust method for directly applying the DIVAM
sequence to the nucleus of interest, while removing the offset term from the selection
process.
The experimental pulse offset arrays of Refocused DIVAM indicate that selection
can be achieved by varying the pulse offset used, while fixing both the excitation angle
and inter-pulse delay. SIMPSON simulations show that this is indeed the case and that
varying the pulse offset can lead to selection via both the CSA and Dipolar term. This
allows for selection to occur based upon small differences in the dipolar coupling values
that otherwise would not lead to selection in the tradition DIVAM nutation arrays.
Further studies must be carried out on the Refocused DIVAM sequence to better
understand how the selection mechanism is working. In order to model the spin
dynamics effects properly and to accurately reproduce the nutation behaviour, a full
treatment including the offset, CSA and dipole terms needs to be included, along with
relaxation which is currently only available in one software suite known as
SPINEVOLUTION.125 A simpler approach would be to simulate the spin dynamics for
the amorphous peak in PVDF with a fixed dipolar coupling and various different CSA
values. This simulation could then also be carried out with a dipolar coupling
corresponding to the crystalline signals, the correct chemical shift with respect to the
amorphous peak, and various differing CSA values. This more complete simulation
would allow for a better understanding of the experimental nutation and transient arrays
of Refocused DIVAM for both the amorphous and crystalline signals. This may provide
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insight into the possibility of using the observed nutation behaviour during the DIVAM
sequence as a method of determining CSA values for overlapping spectral domains.
A set of Analytical expressions must be developed, similar to those seen for
Direct DIVAM, but with the orientation dependence of the CSA term included. These
expressions would allow for an understanding of how various different excitation angles
and inter-pulse delays affect the observed selection in Refocused DIVAM. These
analytical expressions would be very similar to the ones created for the dipolar
interaction during the REDOR experiment.126 An alternative approach to the use of
analytical expressions would be to develop an average Hamiltonian treatment of the
Refocused DIVAM sequence.16, 31-32 This could provide useful insight into the symmetry
properties of the Hamiltonian during the sequence, as is seen with the symmetry based
recoupling sequences.51, 54
An alternative approach to understanding the behaviour of the signal intensities
during the DIVAM sequences would be to create a two-dimensional plot. In this case the
indirect dimension would be represented by the excitation angle used while the direct
dimension would be either the inter-pulse delay or pulse offset used. This could make the
interpretation of both the transient and pulse offset effects of Refocused and Direct
DIVAM much easier. Similarly, a two-dimensional plot could be created in which the
first dimension is the inter-pulse delay and the second dimension is the pulse offset. This
could greatly simplify the interpretation of the combined behaviour of the pulse offset
and inter-pulse delay for a fixed excitation angle.
The last area of potential development for the Refocused DIVAM sequence is
centered on better understanding the effects of using a pulse offset larger than 5 kHz.
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This can be simply done by co-adding the spectra from the equal, but opposite in sign,
pulse offsets in the excitation profile of PVDF. This will provide a better understanding
of how the chemical shift differences between the two crystalline units affects the phase
of the amorphous peak in the co-added spectra of Refocused DIVAM. Secondly, the
pulse offsets can be applied to only the excitation pulses and not the refocusing pulses.
Currently, the pulse offsets are applied to all of the pulses in the Refocused DIVAM train
and this change should increase the effective frequency range over which the isotropic
offset term is refocused. Lastly, the transient behaviour of Refocused DIVAM can be
simulated using pulse offsets larger than 5 kHz and this should provide a great deal of
insight into the combined effects of the inter-pulse delay and pulse offset used in
Refocused DIVAM.
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APPENDIX 1: SIMPSON DIRECT DIVAM CODE
# Direct DIVAM single spin simulation.
# Array all excitation angles
spinsys {
channels 19F
nuclei 19F
shift 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
}
par {
spin_rate
gamma_angles
crystal_file
np
start_operator
detect_operator
proton_frequency
verbose
}

20000
30
rep168
37
Inz
I1z
500e6
1101

proc pulseq {} {
global par
maxdt 1
for {set i 0} {$i < $par(np)} {incr i} {
reset
for {set k 0} {$k < 12} {incr k} {
pulse 2.5 [expr $i*2.5*1e6/900] x
delay 2.5
}
acq }
}
proc main {} {
global par
#index o is the index of interaction values to run
foreach o {{27500} {32500} {35000} {37500} {40000} {42500} {45000}
{47500}} {
set csa
[lindex $o 0]
set fd [fsimpson [list [list \shift_1_aniso $csa]]]
fsave $fd $par(name)-$csa.tmp
set aaa [open $par(name)-totalz-$csa.xy w]
for {set i 1} {$i <= $par(np)} {incr i} {
puts $aaa "[expr ($i-1)*2.5], [findex $fd $i -re]"}
close $aaa
funload
}
}
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APPENDIX 2: SIMPSON REFOCUSED DIVAM CODE
# Offset Compensated DIVAm single spin simulation.
# Array all excitation angles

spinsys {
channels 19F
nuclei 19F
shift 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
}
par {
spin_rate
gamma_angles
crystal_file
np
start_operator
detect_operator
proton_frequency
verbose

20000
30
rep168
37
Inz
I1z
500e6
1101

}
proc pulseq {} {
global par
maxdt 1
for {set i 0} {$i < $par(np)} {incr i} {
reset
for {set k 0} {$k < 6} {incr k} {
offset $par(offset)
pulse 2.5 [expr $i*2.5*1e6/900] $par(p1)
delay 2.5
pulse 5 100000 $par(p2)
delay 2.5
pulse 2.5 [expr $i*2.5*1e6/900] $par(p3)
delay 2.5
pulse 5 100000 $par(p4)
delay 2.5
}
acq }
}
proc main {} {
global par
#index o is the index of interaction values to run
foreach o {{27500} {32500} {35000} {37500} {40000} {42500} {45000}
{47500}} {
#index pp is the index of the two offsets to use
foreach pp {{1000 0} {-1000 1}} {
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#index p is the index containing the phase table for the pulses
foreach p {{x y -x -y 1} {x -y -x y 2} {x x x -x
{-x x -x -x 5} {-x -x -x x 6} {-x y x
{y y y -y 9} {y -y y y 10} {y x -y -x
{-y y -y -y 13} {-y -y -y y 14} {-y x
16}} {

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

csa
par(offset)
num
par(p1)
par(p2)
par(p3)
par(p4)
par(model)

3} {x -x x x
-y 7} {-x -y
11} {y -x -y
y -x 15} {-y

4}
x y 8}
x 12}
-x y x

[lindex $o 0]
[lindex $pp 0]
[expr [lindex $p 4]+[expr [lindex $pp 1]*16]]
[lindex $p 0]
[lindex $p 1]
[lindex $p 2]
[lindex $p 3]
$par(name)-$num

set fd [fsimpson [list [list \shift_1_aniso $csa]]]

fsave $fd $par(model)-$csa.tmp
}
}
funload $fd
#section for the addition of the 16 cyclops scans
#simple load function to add function to open and put function
set aa [fload OSCOMP-RS-re100Khz-csa-final-cyclops-1-$csa.tmp]
for {set int 2} {$int <= 32} {incr int} {
set ab [fload OSCOMP-RS-re100Khz-csa-final-cyclops-$int$csa.tmp]
fadd $aa $ab
}
set aaa [open $par(name)-totalz-$csa.xy w]
for {set i 1} {$i <= $par(np)} {incr i} {
puts $aaa "[expr ($i-1)*2.5], [findex $aa $i -re]"}
close $aaa

funload
}
}
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